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ABSTRACT
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT AND
ACCOUNTABILITY: FUNDERS VS. CLIENTS/MISSIONS
Mavis Mansah Agbakpe
Old Dominion University, 2022
Director: Dr. Juita-Elena (Wie) Yusuf
Nonprofit organizations have funders and clients as their stakeholders whose needs,
expectations, or demands might vary. A means through which nonprofit organizations portray
their accountability to these stakeholders is through performance measurement. The purpose of
this research is to examine what performance metrics human services nonprofit organizations use
by way of demonstrating accountability and explore the extent to which funders’ demands or
clients needs and organizational missions are considered in measuring performance. In this study
I sought to understand how human services nonprofits balance the stakeholders’ needs and
expectations through their performance measurement. The overarching research question is: To
what extent are human services nonprofit organizations responsive to funder’s demands or
client’s needs/organizational mission in measuring performance? The theoretical framework
employed for this research is the resource dependency theory. The research is a qualitative
inquiry focusing on a multi-case study of three human services nonprofit organizations within
Hampton Roads, Virginia. Participants were recruited using a purposive and convenient
sampling approach. Interviews and document analyses (annual reports and performance metrics)
were employed for the data collection. Human service nonprofit organizations appeared to be
responsive to their funders demands especially the government funders in measuring
performance. However, the funders performance demands considered clients outputs and

outcome metrics. Additionally, results will inform future decisions by human services nonprofit
managers concerning how to manage their resource dependency relations.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
For a couple of decades now, the United States has witnessed a proliferation of nonprofit
organizations, and the human services nonprofit is no exception. About 1.56 million nonprofit
organizations registered with the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) between 2005 and 2015
(McKeever, 2018). As of 2015, human services nonprofit organizations made up to about onethird of all nonprofit organizations. In part, this proportion is due to the indispensable role that
nonprofit organizations in general, and specifically human services nonprofits, continuously play
in American society. Providing the essential services requires financing, which human services
nonprofits endeavor to achieve. Mostly, efforts to secure funding could have undesirable
consequences such as mission drift because funders make demands that may not conform with
the mission of the nonprofit organizations. While nonprofit organizations are accountable to
themselves, they are most accountable to other stakeholders.
The extant literature on mission drift paints a vivid picture of or is emphatic to how this
problem of deviation from purpose keeps occurring in human services nonprofit organizations
(Cornforth, 2014; Jones, 2007). Performance measurement metric becomes crucial if the
nonprofit organizations are to determine whether the organization is on track with its mission, if
it is satisfying client needs, how well it is performing, and how to remain accountable. The
performance metric becomes the key driver of performance measurement. LeRoux and Wright
(2010) examined the utility of performance measurement in nonprofit organizations, specifically
the application of performance results to strategic decision-making. It was discovered that the
use of information enhanced decision making in nonprofit organizations.
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Consequently, what gets measured by the human services nonprofit organizations
becomes critical to determine which stakeholder’s interest takes precedent in the organizations
since the stakeholder’s resources mainly vary. Findings and recommendations from this research
draw human services nonprofits’ practitioners’ attention to strategic actions to alleviate mission
drift. Additionally, findings contribute to the debate of human services nonprofit organizations’
funder-funded relationship.
Rationale/Significance
Nonprofit organizations depend on significant funding sources like government,
foundations, or philanthropic organizations, and even individual donors for financial support and
assistance to provide services to their clients (LeRoux, 2010). Increasingly nonprofit
organizations are rendering service (for a fee) to augment services offered by the government to
the citizenry.
The demand for nonprofit services keeps increasing, and for this reason, nonprofit
organizations strive to secure more funding from external sources like the federal government,
foundations, individuals, and other donors; this focus often breeds the eventual neglect of
nonprofits clients if not well managed (Beamon & Balcik, 2008; Ebrahim & Rangan, 2010). At
times, nonprofit organizations may venture into business activities to generate more revenue,
which could contribute to mission drift. Financial assistance from major contributors, such as
foundations, could contribute to or distort nonprofit missions due to external control (Cornforth,
2014; Jones, 2007). Mission drift consequently obscures the overall goals of nonprofit
organizations.
Receiving financial assistance from various sources then places a responsibility on the
nonprofit organizations to demonstrate accountability. Additionally, nonprofit organizations are
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accountable to their clients and organizational mission. A principal means by which nonprofit
organizations demonstrate accountability is by measuring, monitoring, and reporting
performance. Performance measurement is essential for various reasons, and the most prominent
among them is to show accountability. For instance, knowing whether homeless people have
been provided shelter and are off the streets will require some form of performance
measurement.
It must be noted that an essential component of performance measurement is the use of
performance metrics. The utilization of performance metrics enhances the collection and sharing
of performance information to stakeholders (Gormley & Weimer, 1999, p. 3). Colyvas (2012)
argued that “information obtained from using performance metrics helps compare actual
performance against plans or goals” (p. 169). Again, performance measurement enables
nonprofit organizations to determine that the organization is not deviating from its purpose
(LeRoux & Wright, 2010, p. 2). Consequently, what gets measured is essential since it shows
which stakeholders’ interest nonprofit human services organizations prioritize.
Human Services Nonprofit Organizations
Human services nonprofit organizations provide essential services that the government
should provide to people to better their lives within the community (Lecy & Van Slyke, 2012),
either for a fee or for free. Grønbjerg (2001) outlines these human services nonprofit activities to
include services such as care for the aged, minors, youth development, assistance for individuals
with disabilities, support for addictions, and counseling services. Others describe nonprofit
human services also to include job training, child protection, foster care, residential treatment,
home care, rehabilitation, and transitional housing (Smith, 2017). The directory of charities (n.d.)
also outlines such services to include disaster recovery services, parks, and gardens maintenance,
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advocating for children and feeding the hungry. From the mid - ‘90s to date, the number of
human services nonprofit organizations kept increasing in the United States (Smith, 2017). As
such, human services nonprofits make up a considerable proportion of nonprofit organizations
(Grønbjerg, 2001). As a result, people consider most nonprofits to provide general human
services.
However, there are several other nonprofit organizations in art and culture, horticulture,
entertainment and sport, health, just to mention a few. Others have noted that the field of human
services nonprofit is vast and even blurry in that most of the activities that are now labeled as
human services were considered social services (Grønbjerg, 2001). Grønbjerg (2001) argued that
the transitions from social service to human services stem from the ‘negative’ undertone the
former represents. Take, for example, providing counseling for people with mental issues that
could fall under health services. Smith (2017) noted attention to human services performance
measurement is mainly attributed to the advent of new public management and the role they play
in society in the welfare state.
Human services nonprofit organizations have been chosen for this research because
human services nonprofit organizations, for the most part, receive financial assistance from the
government (state, local, and federal), foundations, and other donors (Grønbjerg, 2001; Smith,
2017) which is critical for this research. Other characteristics of human services nonprofit
include their classification as a 501 (c) 3. According to Smith (2017), human services nonprofit
organizations are grappling with competition for financial support from the government because
of increased service providers in the nonprofit sector and the for-profit sector. Nonprofit
organizations and specifically human services nonprofit organizations are tasked to be value and
mission driven due mainly to the essential services they provide to the public (Frumkin & Andre-
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Clark, 2000). Now that I have introduced the need for this study, I will provide the research
questions, objectives, and significance of the research.
Objectives of the Study
The current study examines the performance metrics human services nonprofit
organizations employ to demonstrate accountability. The research is novel in that it explores the
extent to which funders’ demands or client needs or organizational missions are considered in
measuring performance. The resource dependency theory (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978) was
employed as the theory underpinning this research. The research objective is to understand how
human services nonprofit organizations can balance different stakeholders’ demands and
interests concerning what performance metric to employ to stay on course to meet their clients’
needs and remain accountable to their funders.
Research Questions
The overarching research question for this current study is: To what extent are human
services nonprofit organizations responsive to funders’ demands or clients’ needs/organizational
mission in measuring performance? From the overarching research question above, sub-research
questions have been generated below. The sub-questions are as follows:
•

What performance metrics are human services nonprofit organizations using, and are
these human services nonprofit performance metrics aligned with the clients’
needs/organizational missions or funders’ demands?

•

Why do human services nonprofit organizations link the performance metrics to the
clients’ needs/organizational missions or funders’ demands?

•

How do human services nonprofit organizations balance different stakeholders’ demands
in deciding what performance metrics to utilize in measuring performance?
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The resource dependence theory served as a guide for these questions and supported me in
possible answers to the questions. Pfeffer and Salancik (1978) noted that resource dependency
results in control and power over the dependent organization. Moreover, in this case, funders
exercise control and power over nonprofit organizations. Again, the literature on mission drift is
keen on the fact that nonprofit organizations, for instance, human services organizations,
continue losing their focus on the clients and, for that matter, their missions. For the most part, a
very pertinent factor that the literature attributes to this mission drift is resource dependency.
Thus, overreliance on funders for financial assistance to the extent of complying with funders’
requests for accountability and performance measurement could mostly be detrimental to their
clients and the human service nonprofit’s mission. Previous narratives on causes of mission drift
gravitate towards commercialization of nonprofit activities, and Jones (2007) extended the
argument to include over relying on state governments, foundations, and even unintended
consequences.
Thus, it is important to study the extent to which funders or client needs and mission
demands are considered in the choice of performance metrics. Hence, what gets measured is vital
in ensuring that clients’ needs are well served, and the mission is accomplished. Exploring the
reason behind human services nonprofit organizations’ choice of performance metrics helps to
decipher what the organizations deem essential and important. It brings attention to being
accountable and keeping mission drift in check. The table below summarizes the research
questions, data collection methods, and the methods of data analyses.
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Table 1.1 Research Questions, Methods of data collection and Analysis
Research Questions
What performance metrics
are the human services
nonprofit using, and are these
human services nonprofit
performance metrics aligned
with the clients’ needs,
funders’ demands, or
organizational missions?

Method of Data Collection
Primary data - Interviews
(semi-structured) and
Secondary Data- Document
(Annual Report/performance
goal document)
Performance metric

Method of Data Analyses
Interview - First Cycle
(Initial coding and Second
cycle (Pattern coding)

Why do human service
nonprofit organizations align
performance metrics to
clients’ needs/organizational
missions or funders’
demands?
How do human services
nonprofits balance different
stakeholders’ demands in
deciding what performance
metrics to employ in
measuring performance?

Primary Data – Interview
(semi-structured)

Interview First Cycle (Initial coding and
Second Cycle (Pattern
coding)

Primary Data- Interviews
(semi-structured) and
Secondary Data - Document
(Annual reports)
Performance metric

Interview - coded using First
Cycle (Initial coding) Second
Cycle (pattern coding)
Annual Report and Metric
data –
First Cycle (Initial coding)
Content analyses and
Cross case analyses

Annual Report and Metric
data- First Cycle (initial
coding)
Content analyses

From table 1.1, data for the research questions were collected using primary data and
secondary data. While the primary data constituted interviews, the secondary data included
annual reports and performance metrics. The interview data were analyzed first by transcribing,
then coding. Coding included initial coding, and pattern coding (Saldaña, 2016; Hays & Singh,
2012). The interview data were transcribed verbatim and coded using initial coding and pattern
coding. However, the annual report and performance metric data were analyzed using initial
coding and content analyses. Cross-case analyses were the final tool employed to analyze the
data.
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Impact, Significance, and Relevance of the Study
Little research exists on how nonprofit organizations balance funders’ demands and
expectations and clients’ needs/missions. Therefore, this research amplifies the sparse literature
that sheds light explicitly on the nonprofit organizations’ clients’ needs and mission in the
accountability performance measurement debate. The research demonstrates that imbalance in
attending to nonprofit stakeholder needs and expectations defeats nonprofit human services
organizations’ fundamental purpose.
Since performance measurement serves as the mechanism to show accountability, results
from this study will encourage nonprofit human services organizations to be more thoughtful
about the performance measurement that is reflective of the purpose of establishing the
organizations. Results from this research, though not generalizable, are transferable to other
settings that seek to understand stakeholder’s performance measurement and accountability
expectations. Additionally, results in large and smaller human services nonprofit organizations
may differ; therefore, this research will be relevant to medium human services nonprofit
organizations’ performance measurement and accountability and how it plays out.
Structure of the Study
The dissertation is organized in the following manner: the first chapter includes the
research introduction and provides the human services nonprofit context, mission drift, research
questions, the research’s objective, and the significance of the study. The second chapter
includes a review of relevant literature on performance measurement and accountability and
discusses other relevant concepts. Further, the conceptual framework and the theoretical
framework that establish the foundation of the research are discussed. Chapter three deals with
the methodology and research design, which focuses on the data collection methods, the context
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of the nonprofit organizations under study, the sampling procedure, methods of ensuring
trustworthiness, and the research limitations. The results and findings from the data are presented
in chapter four. In chapter five, I present the summary, discuss the contributions of the research
to theory and practice, describe limitations, and suggest future areas for research.
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CHAPTER II
RELEVANT LITERATURE, CONCEPTUAL AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
In this section, I provide a synthesis of existing literature to justify the current research.
First, to establish the research context, the concept of nonprofit stakeholders (funders and clients)
and their demands are elaborated, including a conceptual framework that provides a simplified
pictorial representation of the research. Second, literature related to accountability, performance
measurement, and performance metrics are reviewed. Further, the theory of resource dependency
is unpacked and connected to the research. Scholars use different terms like “performance
measures” and “performance indicators” interchangeably, but the term “performance metrics”
was used for this research.
Stakeholders and Demands for Accountability: Funders and Clients
Like organizations in the for-profit sector or public sector, nonprofit organizations also
have stakeholders, although they may not have shareholders like private organizations. These
stakeholders include funders, clients, the board of directors, and the public (Brown & Moore,
2001; Candler & Dumont, 2010). The stakeholders are perceived to have varied interests and
expectations concerning accountability (Gazley & Brudney, 2007; Herman & Renz, 2004).
Further, Herman and Renz (2008) argued that these expectations become competitive. According
to Brown and Moore (2001), whenever performance measurement and accountability are being
discussed, the question that comes to mind is for whom, or who these nonprofit organizations are
accountable to, and for what, or for what purpose are these nonprofit organizations conducting
performance measurement? This research concentrates on the funders and clients as significant
stakeholders. Other nonprofit organizations’ stakeholders will not be included in this research.
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Mostly, individual or private contributions and federal, state, and local funding have been
considered the primary source of funding for nonprofit organizations (Froelich, 1999).
Funders
Funders constitute entities who offer financial assistance to nonprofit organizations. As
noted previously, funding sources available to nonprofit organizations include government,
corporate bodies, foundations, and individual donors. Funder interests, demands, or expectations,
can differ from what other stakeholders, such as clients, may expect. For example, while funders
care about the overhead cost minimization for nonprofit organizations or small budgets, clients
may be interested in satisfactory services. Alternatively, a homeless person may care about a
shelter that offers a comfortable place to sleep.
Among these funders is the government (federal, state, or local), which mainly serve as a
primary source of funding for nonprofit organizations or sometimes as the only source of funding
for some nonprofit organizations (LeRoux & Wright, 2009; Poole et al., 2000). The government
provides funds to nonprofits in the form of tax exemptions to 501 (c) 3, grants, and through
awarding government contracts. Federal government support for nonprofits organizations
financially requires nonprofit organizations to remain accountable based on the Government
Performance and Results Act, GPRA PL. l103-62 of 1993. According to Froelich (1999), the
government declaration of a “war on hunger and other societal problems” (p. 248) saw expansion
in government funding to nonprofits to fight the course of poverty and other societal problems
around the period of 1960 onwards. Froelich (1999) noted that “government funds are
comparatively accessible, unlike the other sources’’ (p. 254).
Foundations and philanthropic organizations are considered stakeholders to nonprofit
organizations. Foundations constitute one of the private donors to nonprofit organizations and
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provide funds to other nonprofits in the form of “grants and contracts” (Lee & Nowell, 2015, p.
310). Sawhill and Williamson (2001) stated that “foundations now demand to see the results of
their investments in nonprofit organizations and will continue to finance only those that can give
them detailed answers” (p. 7).
Individual donors are persons who donate to nonprofit organizations from their resources
(Anheier, 2014). However, there could be conflicting demands on nonprofit organizations when
they overly rely on individual donors for their financial assistance (LeRoux & Wright, 2009).
At times, the interests, demands for accountability, or expectations of funding entities might not
be congruent with the funded nonprofit organizations’ goals and missions or even clients’
expectations, which may pose a challenge to nonprofit organizations. The relationship existing
between the funder and funded may be accompanied by some inherent tradeoffs, and as such,
clients/missions may be the most affected. LeRoux and Wright (2009) argued that it seems
almost commonplace for nonprofit organizations to show their commitment to existing and
would-be funders or funding agencies.
Clients
Like for-profit organizations, nonprofit organizations exist to serve the needs of their
clients. However, the nonprofit organizations’ clients may not necessarily pay any amount for
their services. Sometimes, depending on the nonprofit organization, clients may be required to
pay some service fees. The availability of clients is considered pivotal to the existence of every
organization, even including nonprofit organizations. It is essential to indicate that irrespective of
whether clients pay a fee for their service, they have expectations from nonprofit organizations.
For example, clients are concerned about service quality, long-term impact in their lives, and the
ability to gain access to the service when needed depending on the services provided by the
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nonprofit organizations (Gupta & Zeithaml, 2006). Customer expectations, needs, or demands, in
other words, might not necessarily be explicit, as is the case for nonprofit funders.
Nonetheless, nonprofit organizations are held accountable by their clients. Christensen
and Ebrahim (2006) termed accountability to clients and mission as “downward accountability”
(p. 2). Kearns (1994) noted that accountability to nonprofit clients should not be different from
for-profit clients.
Mission
Brown and Moore (2001) argued that a nonprofit organization’s mission should be
viewed as a cause to which they must be committed. Ebrahim et al., (2014) considers the
missions of the nonprofits as internal to the organization. For the most part, missions are made
explicit by nonprofit organizations and usually expressed in a mission statement. Every activity
and operation of the nonprofit organization must align with the mission since the mission
encapsulates the overall goals and objectives (Jenkers & Meehan, 2008). Moreover, others
argued that mission statements convey a critical message around which all agency members
usually work (Sufi & Lyons, 2003). For this reason, Berlan (2018) suggested that nonprofit
organizations exist to fulfill what is stated in their mission (p. 413). Often, the boards of directors
are responsible for ensuring the nonprofit organization’s mission is achieved (LeRoux, 2009, p.
16). As noted previously, where the human services organization deviates from its mission is
termed mission drift (Ebrahim et al., 2014; Hawkins, 2014; Jenkers & Meehan, 2008). This
phenomenon has been ascribed to a couple of reasons chiefly, resource dependence (Cornforth,
2014; Jones, 2007; Hawkins, 2014).
Human services nonprofit organizations are accountable to their stakeholders and have the
duty to uphold the values that establish the organization (Ebrahim, 2003; Soysa et al., 2016). The
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mission should then serve as the motivation for nonprofit organizations (Ebrahim, 2003).
Sheehan (1996) argued that clearly defined measurable mission statements provide a clear path
to its achievement and considered the mission statements as the expression of how the nonprofit
organization intends to influence the external world positively. Sheehan conducted an
exploratory study of Ohio philanthropic organizations and discovered that 14 participants
representing 14 nonprofit organizations reported including their mission as a performance metric
in the performance measurement. Christensen and Ebrahim (2006) studied the effects of
accountability on the nonprofit immigration organization’s mission-based activities. They
discovered that accountability to funders had no positive effect on the achievement of the
mission. Christensen and Ebrahim (2006) suggested collaborative or concerted efforts between
funders and the nonprofit could alleviate the challenge of “communication and coordination
within the organization rather than pressuring the nonprofit for more accountability” (p. 1).
For nonprofit organizations, the concept of mission is all-encompassing in the sense that,
one, it is associated with performance, clients, employee motivation, and two, as a tool for
creating legitimacy (Kirk & Nolan, 2010, p. 473). It is important to note that clients’ needs, and
organizational mission are closely related but are discussed separately here to understand the
concepts better as they pertain to this research. Similarly, the literature on nonprofit mission
suggests a relationship between mission statement and performance in that the former stimulates
the latter, especially in nonprofit organizations. That is why some scholars argue that nonprofit
organizations’ mission statements serve as the guiding principle for nonprofit organizations’
operation (Berlan, 2018). A nonprofit organization’s success lies in the content of the mission
statement (Braun et al., 2012).
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Conceptual Framework: Clients and Funders
The conceptual framework below (see Figure 2.1) is a pictorial representation of
nonprofit organizations’ funders’ and clients’ (nonprofit stakeholders) expectations and demands
for accountability and performance measurement and how nonprofit organizations endeavor to
satisfy these demands through the processes of performance measurement, monitoring and
reporting. This conceptual framework, illustrates the link between concepts such as performance
measurement, monitoring, reporting, and performance metrics for a clearer and in-depth
understanding.
At the top of the framework are nonprofit accountability and performance measurement.
As propounded by Pfeffer and Salancik (1978), the resource dependency theory underlines and
serves as the basis for the stakeholders’ accountability and performance measurement demands.
Pfeffer and Salancik (1978) argued that organizations depend on other organizations in their
external environment due to resource constraints. This dependency results in the resource
providing organizations excising power and control over those organizations that rely on them
for the resources (financial). The first box contains, performance measurement while the second
box represents monitoring, and the third box represents reporting. While performance
measurement and performance monitoring vary in scope, the two are similar. De Lancer Julnes
and Holzer (2008) define performance measurement as “the collection of data on program
activities and accomplishments” (p. ix). For the most part, monitoring requires a continuous
process of tracking a specific organization’s operations, for example, service quality. However,
monitoring may not necessarily be elaborate as is the case for performance measurement
(Crawford & Bryce, 2003; De Lancer Julnes & Holzer, 2008).
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The box below the processes, performance measurement, monitoring, and performance
reporting, represents performance metrics, which are linked to the above concepts. Underneath
the performance metric lies the funders, clients’ needs and organizational missions, and clients
and services representing their various expectations of stakeholders. It must be emphasized that
within this framework, the lines linking one concept to another do not suggest a causal
relationship. However, the arrow linking performance monitoring to performance reporting
demonstrates that monitoring or performance measurement precedes reporting. Performance
reports primarily involve the performance information which has been gathered to be
communicated to the appropriate, audience—specifically, the funders and the clients.
Performance results need to be communicated in a manner that the audience or stakeholders can
decipher. The format employed by nonprofit organizations to communicate the performance
results depends on what stakeholders may understand. However, sometimes, the reports have
graphs, charts, and tables (Poister, 2003).
To enable performance measuring, monitoring, and reporting requires a performance
metric. Funders constitute agencies such as government (i.e., local federal, state) philanthropic
organizations, and individuals. Clients constitute those that receive services from nonprofit
organizations either for free or by paying service fees. The performance metric employed by the
human services nonprofit organizations helps determine whether clients’ needs/mission is
primarily the focus, or funders’ demands, or the nonprofit balances the demands and
expectations for these stakeholders. It is essential to indicate that, while the graphic below
presents not only performance measurement, but also performance monitoring, and performance
reporting, performance monitoring and reporting are not the focus of the current research but
rather a way of explaining the connection between that performance metric and accountability.
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Thus, the focus of this research is on performance measurement, what performance metrics are
used, and whether they represent funders or clients’ needs/organizational missions. Most
importantly, performance measurement precedes the decision to conduct monitoring and
reporting. In other words, without performance measurement, nonprofit organizations cannot
account for their performance.
Figure 2. 1 Clients and Funders Demands
Accountability & Performance
Measurement due to resource
dependency

Measurement

Monitoring

Reporting

Performance Metrics

Demands of Funders

Needs of
Clients/missions

Clients and Services
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Performance Measurement and Accountability
Nonprofit organizations are pressured to be accountable, and performance measurement
serves as a means to show accountability (Likert & Maas, 2015; Poole et al., 2000).
Accountability is defined as “the obligation to render an account for a conferred responsibility”
(Cutt & Murray, 2000, cited in Murray, 2010, p. 1). Some organizations that have been caught
up in financial malpractices include Blue Cross plan, Stanford University, Boys Scouts, Red
Cross, Goodwill, and others (Ebrahim, 2003). Perhaps some of these malpractices could have
contributed to the accountability concerns so far (Ebrahim, 2003). Accountability is seen from
different dimensions, mostly upward and downward accountability, moral and legal, and internal
and external. Christensen and Ebrahim (2006) noted that while upward accountability seems
more formalized, downward accountability, on the other hand, is less formal and mission related.
According to the literature, the concept of accountability has either a moral or legal aspect or
sometimes even both (Murray, 2010). For the legal aspects, a typical example is the Federal
Government Performance and Results Act 1993, now modified to the GPRA Modernization Act
of 2010 (US Congress, 2011). The Government Performance and Results Act was enacted in the
wake of the performance reform for public agencies (Wholey, 1999). Currently, nonprofit
organizations are sometimes required to abide by GPRA mainly because the government serves
as the regulator and as a funder.
According to Ebrahim (2010), public funders’ accountability is often performance-based
and mostly coercive with possible non-compliance sanctions (p. 105). Ebrahim (2005) argued
that the concept of accountability is relational. In the accountability relationship, irrespective of
whether accountability expectations are defined or undefined, there is a great responsibility on
the one from whom accountability is expected (Brown & More, 2001). Primarily, performance
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measurement serves as a tool to demonstrate how responsible nonprofit organizations are to their
stakeholders. Performance measurement involves an assessment of what an organization in
question has accomplished over any defined period. Performance measurement generates
information for accountability (Murray, 2010). Stakeholders, especially, use performance
measurement to strengthen the relationship between the nonprofit organizations and the funders
(Alexander et al., 2010) and for recognition (Ebrahim, 2005). According to Ebrahim (2005),
while funders use performance reports to scrutinize the use of funds, nonprofit organizations rely
on the performance reports as a means to solicit funds through communicating their projects and
“programs” (p. 59).
Nonprofit organizations have the burden to demonstrate accountability to a diverse group
of stakeholders, including “clients, regulators and funders” (Ebrahim, 2003, p. 195). Notably,
nonprofit funding agencies, clients, regulators, and the community or public are the external
stakeholders who hold nonprofit organizations accountable. Moreover, the leadership and the
board of directors of nonprofit organizations are internal stakeholders to nonprofit organizations
and are interested in how they perform (Murray, 2010). These stakeholders may not have similar
expectations regarding accountability; for example, whereas clients expect quality services,
funders are concerned with financial matters. Demands for accountability become competitive
due mainly to the myriad of stakeholders who may have diverse interests. For instance, since
donors need information on how their money is being used, nonprofit organizations are obliged
to adhere to their performance measurement and accountability demands (Ebrahim, et al., 2014;
Kanter & Brinkerhoff, 1981). Buckmaster (1999) posits that comparatively, those stakeholders
who support nonprofit organizations financially determine accountability and performance
assessment criteria. Even among funders, they may have diverse performance expectations. For
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example, Carman (2009) identified that not all funders require nonprofits to conduct
performance measurement and concluded that perhaps the funding source could influence what
and how nonprofit organizations measure performance. For example, Carman identified that
government and United Way funders mostly demanded performance measurement.
Performance measurement will be meaningless unless nonprofit organizations consider it
a tool for accountability in one way or another (Millar & McKevitt, 2000). Nonetheless, as
previously indicated, failure on the part of nonprofit organizations to demonstrate the ability to
be accountable, especially to funders, could attract unfavorable consequence such as funders
choosing alternative uses for their money or, even worse, nonprofit organizations losing the
opportunity to gain more financial assistance in the future (Benjamin, 2012; Campbell, 2002;
Ebrahim, 2005). Consequently, there are concerns among some scholars about the punitive
nature of upward accountability (Campbell, 2002). Campbell (2002) noted further that these
actions sometimes fester unhealthy competition among nonprofit organizations where nonprofits
endeavor to do the funders’ bidding. Torjman (1999) expressed that this could be detrimental to
achieving charitable goals. Nonprofit organizations compete to gain donors’ attention by
exhibiting how specific goals can be achieved (Lee & Nowell, 2015). However, it is unclear
whose goals the nonprofit organizations seek to achieve.
Scholars have argued that increasingly, nonprofit organizations are witnessing
‘accountability demands’ (Carman & Frederick, 2010, p. 84), from funding agencies and are
required to demonstrate accountability through performance measurement (Carman 2007,
Carman & Frederick, 2010; Hoefer, 2000). When we consider nonprofit organizations,
accountability may favor the stakeholders who possess the financial means to provide resources
to the nonprofit organization (Ebrahim, 2006). This is evident in research conducted by Ebrahim
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(2003). Ebrahim discovered that nonprofit organizations studied seemed to have less sense of
accountability towards clients. Ebrahim (2003) cautioned that as good as accountability may be,
it may stifle transformation and creativity if the accountability dynamic is not well understood
and executed. Exploring the reason behind nonprofit accountability practices will boost the
understanding of nonprofit accountability dynamics. Alexander and colleagues (2010) echoed
the need for research on the performance-accountability relationship.
Nonprofit Performance Metrics
Performance measurement involves assessing what an organization in question has
accomplished over any defined period, and for nonprofit organizations, their performance metric
revolves around stakeholders’ interests. This is because nonprofit organizations are accountable
to their stakeholders (i.e., for whom they are accountable). According to Beamon & Balcik
(2008) and Kaplan (2001), the performance metric employed by a nonprofit organization is vital
to that organization’s improvement and growth, just like it is for for-profit organizations. It
drives future performance, provided the nonprofit organizations managers consider the
performance report and factor such information in decision making.
The extant literature on nonprofit performance measurement and evaluation identified
several metrics used by different organizations (Beamon & Balcik, 2008; Kaplan, 2001; Lee &
Nowell, 2015). For example, Sawhill and Williamson (2001) highlight “dollars raised,
membership growth, number of visitors, people served, and overhead costs as the prevalent
metrics nonprofit organization utilize to assess performance” (p. 2). Mitchell (2012) also sheds
light on other metrics, such as expense reduction and achieving outcomes. Some scholars
indicated that performance measurement, monitoring, and reporting serve as a ‘tool for attracting
donors’ and gaining legitimacy (Brown & Moore, 2001; Ebrahim, 2005). While private
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businesses embrace profit margins, share dividends, and use other monetary indicators as the
most common performance metrics, nonprofit organizations are encouraged to focus more on
their clients. For instance, for nonprofit organization performance metrics, several scholars
propose performance metrics such as Kaplan’s “Balanced scorecard which emphasize the
mission, customers, learning and growth, processes, financial donors” (Kaplan 2001, p. 90).
Sowa and Sandford (2004, p. 712) proposed “MIMNOE,” a multidimensional integrated model
of organizational effectiveness which delineates performance metrics such as management
effectiveness (capacity) and program effectiveness (outcomes) as the appropriate metrics for
nonprofit performance assessment. Ebrahim and Rangan (2010) argued that designing
performance metrics poses a concern for numerous nonprofit organizations, explaining why
several frameworks have been developed.
There seem to be divergent perspectives on what performance metrics will be beneficial
for nonprofit organizations. For example, Mitchell (2012) discovered that while some nonprofits
considered “efficiency, cost minimization and output counting, and revenue or profit” were
considered very valuable for several nonprofit organizations’ (p. 337) others prioritized specific
metrics such as outcome measurement and overhead output measurement for different reasons.
Liket and Maas (2015) found that some nonprofit organizations,’ were more concerned about
how their performance assessment report could attract more funders, especially when the
organization emerges cost-effective. Mitchell (2012) found that some nonprofit organizations
are interested in achieving their goals rather than fulfilling promises to funders. LeRoux (2009)
and Benjamin (2012) stressed on customers’ demands or interests as essential metrics in
nonprofit performance assessments.
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Scholars have argued that performance measurement is vital and cannot be trivialized due
to the enormous benefits nonprofit organizations gain (Kluger, 2006; Westover et al. 2010).
Despite performance measurement and evaluation being beneficial, it becomes problematic when
only financial measures are used as the basis for the assessment to the detriment of the nonprofit
organization’s core mandate or mission. This is evident in research; for example, Thompson
(2010) and Kaplan (2001) argued that funder demands and reporting criteria dominate nonprofit
organizations’ performance measurement and evaluation. Hence, Atkinson, and colleagues
(1997) pointed out that financial measures alone obscure other critical information needed to
make strategic improvements. More so, the client’s satisfaction is pertinent and lies at the core of
any nonprofit organization’s existence.
Therefore, what gets measured is critical since it shows which stakeholders’ interests are
prioritized. For instance, the nonprofit organization could use only financial or monetary
performance metrics such as inputs for example, overhead cost or unit cost, workload; output, for
example, the number of people fed, efficiency, and outcome for example, either intermediate,
end outcome or explanatory information, client satisfaction among others (De Lancer Julnes,
2006). Organizations can only measure what they do; therefore, if achieving or satisfying clients’
needs and accomplishing the organization’s mission is paramount, then the nonprofit
organization would portray this in what they measure. Additionally, Lee and Nowell (2015, p.
307) argued that the source or type of funder may influence what funders expect nonprofit
organizations to measure. Different funders could have varying influences on what and how
nonprofit organizations measure to suit the funders’ interests (Alexander, et al., 2010). Funding
from different sources could stifle the goal of accountability due mainly to the different interests
that nonprofit organizations might have to confront. Based on this literature, comparisons of
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different funders’ performance measures will place nonprofit human services organizations in a
better position to identify funders whose demands champion the organizations’ course that is
their clients and their missions.
Existing Research on Nonprofit Performance Measurement and Accountability
The relevance of nonprofit organizations has become increasingly pronounced, and so
has the relevance of accountability and performance measurement. Consequently, there is
abundant research on nonprofit performance measurement and accountability (Carman &
Frederick, 2010; Colyvas, 2012; Fine et al., 2000; Greiling & Stötzer, 2016; Grønbjerg, 2001;
Guo & Acar, 2005; Herman & Renz, 2004; Kluger, 2006; Sawhill & Williamson, 2001;
Westover et al, 2010). Unlike for-profit organizations, the lack of a comprehensive performance
measurement framework for nonprofit organizations, both in theory and in practice (Ebrahim &
Rangan, 2010), led some scholars to focus on the design and proposal of performance
measurement frameworks and systems (Beamon & Balcik, 2008; Lee & Nowell, 2015; Kaplan,
2001; Sowa & Sandford; Sosya, et al., 2016). For example, Kaplan and Norton’s (1992)
balanced scorecard, a for-profit performance model, was later modified to suit nonprofit
performance measurement. The balanced scorecard concept has become very popular in
nonprofit performance measurement research (Dan & Crisan, 2018). Similarly, Sowa and
Sandford (2004, p. 712) proposed “MIMNOE,” a multidimensional integrated model of
organizational effectiveness which delineates performance metrics such as management
effectiveness (capacity) and program effectiveness (outcomes) as the appropriate metrics for
nonprofit performance assessment. However, some argued that numerous frameworks are
prescriptive (Lee & Nowell, 2015). Therefore, others sought to research the utilization and
implementation of performance measurement frameworks (LeRoux & Wright, 2010; Weinstein
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& Bukovinsky, 2009). Dan and Crisan (2018), in a review on the utilization of nonprofit
performance measurement systems, discovered these known frameworks in the literature were
hardly used except for a couple of the frameworks. They found that the most general
performance measurement framework was the balanced scorecard followed by the social return
on investment framework. Dan and Crisan noted that the other framework’s lack of usage was
because the framework was not holistic.
Several studies focused on the benefits or utility nonprofit organizations potentially
derive from performance measurement practices (Coe & Brunett, 2006; Weinstein &
Bukovinsky, 2009, LeRourx & Wright, 2010). For example, LeRoux and Wright (2010) found
that more social services nonprofit organizations put their performance information into their
decisions. However, other research brought to bear the challenges nonprofit organizations face in
their performance measurement practices (De Lancer Julnes & Holzer, 2001, Eisinger, 2002;
Carman & Federick, 2010; Carnochan et al., 2014). Carman and Frederick (2010) examined
which obstacles nonprofits organizations encounter when assessing performance. According to
the severity of their performance measurement challenges, the author’s grouped these
organizations into three groups. The results were mixed, specifically with the three groups of
nonprofit organizations that were studied. While the first group only had minimal
implementation problems, the second group had leadership and employee support but had some
performance measurement implementation obstacles. For the third group of nonprofit
organizations, there was a lack of cooperation from the nonprofit organization’s leadership, lack
of technical knowledge, and lack of financial ability to measure performance. Carman and
Fredericks (2008) examined how nonprofit organizations measure performance and their
perception of the exercise. They discovered that while nonprofit organizations perceive the
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performance measurement exercise as draining the organization’s funds, they also, perceived the
performance measurement exercise to solicit financial help and tools for the long-term decision
making.
Although some nonprofit organizations encounter challenges in measuring performance,
these nonprofits organizations are still measuring their organization’s performance (Murray,
2010; Thompson, 2010) for a myriad of reasons. This is a significant indication government
(state, local, and federal funders) and philanthropic organizations are relentless in demanding
performance measurement (Carman, 2009; Coe & Brunett, 2006; Ostrower, 2006). In a study,
Thompson (2010) discovered that funders’ expectations influenced nonprofit organizations’
outcome measurement regardless of any difficulties the nonprofit organizations encountered.
Although these nonprofit organizations are conducting performance measurement, results show
that nonprofit organizations seem to demonstrate less accountability towards clients (Ebrahim,
2003). Nonprofit organizations seem more concerned about their financial situation. Similarly,
Liket and Maas (2015) discovered that some nonprofit organizations were more concerned about
how their performance assessment report could attract more funders, especially when the
organization emerges cost-effective.
Critics of financial metrics indicate that while for-profit organizations have a profit
maximizing objective, profit maximization need not be a nonprofit organization’s ultimate
objective but instead that objective could be creating an impact in society (Moxham, 2009).
Even in the for-profit organizations Atkinson and colleagues (1997) noted that the predominant
use of financial performance indicators has been criticized as not providing holistic information
to management. Additionally, despite the literature on mission drift emphasizing the need for
nonprofit organizations’ attention on mission and client, some nonprofit organizations are still
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paying less attention to their core values (LeRoux, 2009; Poole et al., 2000). A case in point,
LeRoux and Wright (2010) study in which they found that as much as social services nonprofit
put their performance information into decisions, the information that was related to the clients
was hardly used in the organizations’ “strategic decisions” (p. 583). Further, the underlying
reason LeRoux and Wright (2010) attributed to the “failure to use clients’ information” (p. 583)
was the fact that the social services organizations were more concerned about those stakeholders
who paid for the service on behalf of others rather than the stakeholders who receive the service.
Divergent perspectives exist among nonprofit leaders. Sometimes even the perceptions of
nonprofit organizations’ leaders differ with regards to what performance metric works best.
Mitchell (2012) investigated how international nongovernmental organizations conceptualize and
operationalize effectiveness and found mixed results. Whereas one cluster of managers indicated
that organizational effectiveness is ‘output measurement,’ the other leaders considered
effectiveness as ‘overhead costs.’ Mitchell (2012) concluded that nonprofit organizations
perceive effectiveness as mostly financial because of the information required on their Internal
Revenue Service form 990. From the preceding literature, research that focused on nonprofit
accountability demands discovered that funders demand performance measurement.
Nevertheless, it is unclear whether all funders specify what performance metric nonprofit
organizations should employ and whether there are implicit or explicit consequences for
nonprofit organizations’ failure to employ the performance metric that funders require.
Further, while research on nonprofit accountability and performance measurement keep
increasing, there seems to be little research focused on how nonprofits balance their
accountability expectations from stakeholders (Greiling & Stötzer, 2016). Greiling and Stötzer
examined both the internal and external factors impacting the establishment and implementation
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of performance measurement systems and the rationale and discovered that external
accountability purposes prevailed over internal management needs. However, the research did
not focus on how nonprofits balance expectations between clients’ needs/organizational missions
and funders’ accountability expectations. With the ongoing debate, less is known about whether
nonprofit organizations (human services nonprofits) have alternative ways to navigate the
stakeholder relationship relating to performance measurement and accountability. In the
following section, I will describe the resource dependency theory as the theoretical framework
for the research.
Theoretical Framework: Resource Dependency Theory
The resource dependency theory propounded by Pfeffer and Salancik (1978) on the
external control of organizations is employed as the fundamental underpinning and the theory
for this study. Pfeffer and Salancik’s (1978) original work is founded on the basis that there
exist interrelationships between organizations and their environment particularly as they relate to
resources and how organizations navigate this relationship. To them, organizations’ resource
context matters most and determine their organizational behavior. Their fundamental idea is that
organizations’ survival is dependent on their resource acquisition. Consequently, resource
controllers wield power over the receiving organizations. Basically, the theory is centered on
three elements. First, there exists a resource constraint or scarcity or, better still, limited
availability of resources. Essentially the resource dependence theory, one of the prominent
organizational theories, purports that there is an interrelationship existing between an
organization and its environment. These interdependencies exist because internally,
organizations do not have the needed resources to operate, and so to survive, they (organizations)
rely on other organizations within their external environment. These resources include land,
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machinery, people or labor, capital, and raw material (Cornforth, 2014). Second, due to the
scarcity of resources, the resources providers control those resource and consequently the
resource receivers (Davis & Cobb, 2010; Vibert, 2004). Hence, organizations actions and
behavior are impacted by the external context just like the internal does (Pfeffer & Salancik;
1978). Pfeffer and Salancik outlined several conditions that determine or warrant these
dependencies and power to include: inability to assess alternative resources (scarcity); lack of
control over resources as well as how valuable or important the resource is to the firm. Other
scholars even extend the argument to include the organization’s options to allocate these
resources (Akingbola, 2013). Influence or control from the environment are sometimes divergent
and challenging to nonprofit organizations especially where the receiving organizations objective
conflicts (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978).
However, organizations can reduce a resource provider’s power and control by
harnessing alternative resources (Nienhüser, 2008; Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978). In other words,
organizations will manage dependencies to gain power, control, and freedom. Organizations
manage these dependencies through negotiations with strategy aimed at clients, suppliers, and
government, which invariably affect the organization’s flow of resources (Pfeffer & Salancik,
1978). Additionally, organizations could form mergers of collaborations. It is important to note
that many of those resource providers who control valuable resources or critical resources
exercise more power. Organizations can harness alternative resources to manage the resource
providers expectations. Implying that, most likely, the relationship between the nonprofit
organizations results in some prioritizing whereby some stakeholders’ demands possibly
supersede the demands or expectations of the other stakeholders depending on the benefit gained
or resources that accrue to the organization (LeRoux, 2009). Just like Vibert (2004) argued,
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given that some organizations control critical resources, they are more likely to be considered
relevant than others. In the context of the human services organizations, resource providers,
namely funders and clients, will influence the organization’s decisions. Thus, Sawhill and
Williamson (2001) and Benjamin (2012) stressed that since nonprofit organizations depend on
others for resources, these resource providers require accountability in return, just as Pfeffer and
Salancik (1978) suggested.
Endowment with essential resources enables organizations to acquire more power,
thereby exercising control over dependent organizations within their environment. The utility of
Pfeffer and Salanick’s (1978) resource dependency theory to the field of nonprofit organization
research has been immense considering the number of studies that have utilized the theory in the
past and still are using it currently (Fine et al., 2000; Gazley & Brudney, 2007; Grønbjerg, 1993;
Guo & Acar, 2005; Herman & Renz, 2004; LeRoux, 2009; Thompson, 2010). For example,
Gazley and Brudney (2007) discovered that several organizations liaise with external entities
such as government agencies to garner resources. They further indicated that funding from a
“local government” aided the nonprofit organizations’ operations. To nonprofit organizations,
resources constitute an integral part of their behavior and success (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978).
Thompson (2010) argued that resource providers influenced their funded organizations
performance system. Performance obligations dominated and influenced the extent of
performance measuring even for organizations who lacked the resources to engage in the
exercise.
However, few nonprofit organizations were influenced by such funder obligations.
Guo and Acar (2005) used the resource dependency theory along with other theories to explore
factors accounting for formal or informal collaborations; they discovered the budget size,
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receiving resources from few government streams, board network, and type of nonprofit services
contributed to the extent of formal collaboration (p. 340). Greiling and Stötzer (2016) studied
nonprofit organizations in Austria and found that those nonprofits that relied more on
government funding were obligated to abide by funder accountability demands. They concluded
that the source of funding and level dependence of funders determines accountability
expectations.
The resource dependency theory (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978) is an appropriate and suitable
theory for this empirical research because it helps to understand how the relationship between
nonprofit organizations and resource providers (funders) plays out. This theory served as a guide
to answering the research questions. Therefore, I investigated the control or influence (in terms
of demanding accountability) that the resource providers had on the nonprofit organization
through the choice of performance metrics. Additionally, the resource dependency theory is
utilized to determine how nonprofit organizations balance their stakeholder needs, expectations,
and demands. Relatedly, the theory is harnessed to understand how nonprofit organizations
navigate and prioritize these relationships. The choice of performance metric will help to
determine whether nonprofit organizations can negotiate this relationship. Thus, Sawhill and
Williamson (2001) and Benjamin (2012) stressed that since nonprofit organizations depend on
others for resources, these resource providers require accountability in return, just as Pfeffer and
Salancik (1978) suggested. The resource dependency theory has been discovered to play a vital
role in nonprofit accountability, as established in the extant literature (Ebrahim, 2003). One of
the fundamental aspects of the resource dependency theory is the idea that dependency affects
the human services organization’s decisions (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978).
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Resource dependency is relevant to other stakeholders, as it suggests how some
stakeholders who provide critical resources will be emphasized or prioritized before others.
Moreover, since the clients of nonprofit organizations are resources, it will be necessary to
explore how the nonprofit organizations consider these clients. Consequently, as per the resource
dependency theory argument, it is expected that funders will be emphasized more than clients.
The chances of nonprofit organizations getting more resources (funds) are likely dependent on
this relationship with the funders. Even with the funders, Froelich (1999) noted that “the
dependencies experienced by an organization are highly determined by the concentration and
intensities of resources provided” (p. 248). Therefore, nonprofit organizations will give their
stakeholders preference according to the level of resources they get from their stakeholders.
Applying Resource Dependency Theory to this Research
The theory of resource dependency is relevant to this research in various ways, which I
will unpack below. As Pfeffer and Salancik (1978) postulated, nonprofit organizations, like
human services organizations, operate within an environment where they interrelate with other
stakeholders (funding organizations, clients). Since human services nonprofit organizations are
confronted with financial constraints, they rely on these interrelationships (funders, client, and
service fees) to secure funding, as Pfeffer and Salancik (1978) argued. As a result, the
stakeholders command the power to control human service nonprofits by demanding
performance measurement and accountability. The human services organization’s dependency
level is based on the level of importance of that resource and whether human services nonprofit
organizations have alternative funding (Cornforth, 2014; Vibert, 2004).
The stakeholders exercise control over human services nonprofit organizations by
demanding accountability when the latter relies on the former for funding (Sawhill &
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Williamson, 2001; Benjamin, 2012). Human services nonprofits, in turn, demonstrate
accountability through performance measurement. The decision by a human services nonprofit,
for example, to measure output, input, impact, outcome, or another performance measurement
metric may be driven by what funders demand and or clients/mission may require. As Pfeffer
and Salancik (1978) argued, human services nonprofits possibly negotiate with the stakeholders
within their environment. While the clients also constitute part of the nonprofit organizations’
environment, clients exist in the nonprofit organization’s environment for the survival of the
nonprofit organization. In essence, human services organizations’ clients are essential resources
that human services organizations require for functioning and survival (Hansenfeld, 2010). Thus,
without the clients, these human services organizations cannot operate.
In fact, the resource dependency theory (Pfeffer & Salancik 1978) does not indicate how
nonprofit organizations will balance their stakeholder expectations and demands; however, it
lays the logical foundation for harnessing how human services nonprofit organizations balance
these pressures. Therefore, this research uses the resource dependency theory to arrive at or
create the order in which human services nonprofit organizations will balance their funders’
demands, missions, and clients’ needs and accountability expectations. So, in essence, who will
be prioritized first? The theory argues that those stakeholders that provide valuable resources
will be prioritized first, followed by others. As a result, the general expectation is that the human
services nonprofit organizations’ resources (funds) come from funders. So, these organizations
will be inclined to do the funders’ bidding first before considering clients and mission. In other
words, where accountability is demanded, and or when human services nonprofit organizations
are confronted with the need to decide what performance metric to employ, a metric that appeals
to the funders will override clients’ needs and mission. For instance, a typical performance
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metric for a human services nonprofit will be dominated by metrics like the number of clients
served, time spent attending to clients, overhead costs, receipts, and other input-related metrics.
Internally, the board of directors supports their human services nonprofit organizations with
financial capital, mostly oversight (Widmer, 1993), intellectual capital, social capital. The board
of directors who offer financial support wield more influence on their human services’ nonprofit
organization; consequently, their accountability expectations will come before the clients’
expectations. The board of directors becomes part of the nonprofit funders.
It is worth mentioning that nonprofit organizations may have two categories of clients:
beneficiary clients and those who pay service fees. Even when clients offer any resources
(service fee), the resources that clients may offer to the nonprofit organization could seem
significantly less valuable than the amounts funders provide to the human services’ nonprofit
organizations. Consequently, clients’ needs, expectations, or mission will come last to the
funder’s expectations. To sum the expectations up, human services nonprofit organizations will
consider funders’ demand first, followed by the board of directors in case they are resource
providers before the clients/missions. A significant contributor to human services nonprofit
organizations’ decisions to adhere to funder expectations first is underscored by the idea of
losing their financial assistance (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978). The idea is to remain accountable to
the funders who control valuable resources.
Compliance with only funders’ performance measurement requirements could be
detrimental to human services nonprofit organizations (Thompson, 2010). The way to explore
these expectations is by focusing on what performance metrics the human services organizations
are likely to use and whether the organization can navigate funder and client/mission
relationships. Employing the resource dependency theory is to underscore or deemphasize the
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assertions espoused by scholars regarding how resource dependency plays out for human
services nonprofits in other contexts. In chapter III, I will discuss the methodology, the research
design for this research, how I gained entrée and discuss the strategies for trustworthiness.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH DESIGN
In this section, I highlight the research design, data sources, the context of the study, data
collection procedures, data analyses, and strategies for trustworthiness. As was previously
indicated, the overarching research question is: To what extent are human services nonprofit
organizations responsive to funders or clients’ needs and organizational missions in measuring
performance? An effort to answering the above research question requires adopting a suitable
research design and method. As a result, the research design primarily is a qualitative inquiry,
and, specifically, I employed a multiple case study tradition. Qualitative research is the study of a
phenomenon in context (Hays & Singh 2014, p. 4). This research is exploratory, and the
qualitative design was most suitable design because it offers insight into the experiences of the
human services’ nonprofit organizations (O’Sullivan et. al., 2008). The qualitative design offers
flexibility and engages participants in their natural settings during data collection (Creswell,
2014; Hays & Singh, 2012, Remler & Van Ryzin, 2015). These qualities of qualitative inquiry
helped frame this research in the context of these human services organizations (Hays & Singh,
2014). The issues regarding human services nonprofit organizations’ performance measurement
were explored. Moreover, with the qualitative method, I was able to understand the voices
behind the numbers, which may not necessarily be available with a quantitative design. An
attempt to examine an issue with various cases, parts, or members in different settings or
contexts is considered a multiple case study (Stake, 2005).
With a qualitative research design, the multiple case study enables the researcher to gain
a richer and in-depth understanding of the complex phenomenon under study (Flyvbjerg, 2006;
Hays & Singh, 2012). For the current study, an in-depth multiple case of three human services
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nonprofit organizations was used. The multiple case study allowed for a comparison between
cases (Flyvbjerg, 2006). Like single case studies, multiple case studies help understand the “how
and why of a phenomenon, that is, event, problem, or situation in ways that do not require
control over the problems” (Shaban, 2009, p. 59). For example, the research questions sought to
determine the performance metrics and why organizations employed such metrics. Compared to
single case studies, comparative multiple case studies are considered relatively robust (Hays &
Singh, 2012). Further, according to O’Sullivan and colleagues (2008), the researcher could
concentrate on parts of a larger case with case study.
From table 1.1, I employed a variety of data sources and tools to analyze the data.
Utilizing a variety of data (Creswell, 2014), and different analyses tools enhances triangulation
of data a benefit from using qualitative research design. Data for research questions 1 and 3 were
gathered using both primary data (interviews) and secondary data sources (annual reports and
performance metrics), while I used primary data (interviews) for interview question two. All
interview data were analyzed using a first cycle coding method, initial coding and a second cycle
coding method, pattern coding (Saldaña, 2016). Whereas the annual reports and performance
metrics were analyzed using initial coding and content analyses (Saldaña, 2016; Insch et al.,
1997). Finally, cross-case analyses were utilized to analyze all three cases. In the following
sections, I discuss the data source and context of the research, the sampling procedures and
sample size, the data collection procedures, strategies for trustworthiness, participants’ privacy
and confidentiality.
Source of Data and Context of Data
As previously noted, human services nonprofit organizations were chosen for this
research because human services nonprofit organizations, for the most part, receive financial
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assistance from sources such as the government, foundations, and other donors (LeRoux, 2009).
Since human services nonprofit organizations rely more on funders for their funds, the human
services organizations help understand the nuanced, funded relationship. Human services
nonprofit organizations are purported to have wide-ranging services from nonprofits that provide
food to the hungry to those that take care of fields and parks (Directory of Charities and
Nonprofit, n.d.).
Three 501(c) (3) human services nonprofit organizations in the Hampton Roads region of
Virginia participated in this research, and these human services organizations were retrieved
from the current list of United Way of South Hampton Roads partners list (n.d.). Specifically,
these human services nonprofit organizations were noted as Agency A, Agency B, and Agency
C. They are part of the 68 nonprofit organizations that partner with the United Way of South
Hampton to cater to people’s needs within the community. The sizes of nonprofit organizations
vary; therefore, to select the human services nonprofit organization for this study, the following
criteria were used. First, the human services nonprofit organizations with receipts earnings above
a million dollars to thirty ($30) million were considered. Second, the human services nonprofit
organizations vary; therefore, filing Internal Revenue Service (IRS) were considered. The IRS
filing of form 990 information and the receipts earnings were obtained from GuideStar (n.d.).
The context of these human services nonprofit organizations will be discussed in detail in chapter
four.
Sampling Procedure
These three human services nonprofits organizations (Agency A, Agency B, and Agency
C) were selected using a purposeful sampling technique. Purposeful sampling refers to
establishing criteria to obtain information-rich cases for the research (Hays & Singh, 2012). The
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study participants were determined using the purposeful random sampling technique since it
affords the researcher the unique set of participants needed for the study (Patten, 2002 cited in
Remler & Van Ryzin, 2015). More specifically, I used convenience sampling because it
afforded the researcher relatively easy access to a sample. Also, this research relied on a
convenient sample due to geographic proximity. The purposeful sampling technique for the
research afforded these human services nonprofit organizations, Agency A, Agency B, and
Agency C, equal chances of being selected for the research. The human services organizations
were deemed to potentially have the information and the experience necessary to describe
(Cleary et al., 2014) the nonprofit performance measurement and accountability relationship.
Sample size
In terms of the sample size, scholars recommend between 3 to 5 participants for a case
study (Creswell, 2006, as cited in Hays & Singh, 2012). However, since this study is a multiple
case study, 3 participants each from the three cases will be employed for this research for a total
of 9 participants.
Data Collection Procedure
Two data collection procedures, namely personal interview and document analyses
(annual report and performance metric), were conducted as suggested by Stake (2005) and
Creswell and Miller (2000). Employing two or more data collection procedures helped in the
triangulation of data methods (Creswell & Miller, 2000). The interview participants included a
sample of one (1) manager, one (1) subordinate and one (1) board member from each of the three
human services nonprofits organizations. These diverse participants provided holistic insight
into performance for their organizations and offer in-depth information about the mission, funder
expectations, and the clients’ needs. These interviewees were identified with the help of the
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participating human services nonprofit. While the interview constitutes obtrusive data, the annual
reports constitute unobtrusive data. The interview protocol was semi-structured. Clarifying
questions were asked during the interview. For example, what are the sources of funding
available to the organization? So, do your clients pay a services fee?
Semi-structured, open-ended interview questions or protocols were used to elicit
participants’ responses (Creswell, 2014). Again, the semi-structured interview guide was used
since it allowed flexibility in a couple of ways, such as modifying the questions, adding, or
including more questions that were not previously in the original interview protocol (Hays &
Singh, 2012, p. 239). Open-ended questions were employed to elicit responses from the
interviewees since the open-ended questions allow the interviewee to offer in-depth responses.
Additionally, the questions allowed the interviewees to voice their opinions on relevant issues
that may not have occurred to the researcher and furnished rich information to the researcher.
Documents (2019-2020 annual reports) from Agency A, Agency B, and Agency C were
retrieved from the human services organizations’ website and the samples of performance
metrics were provided by the organization upon request. The annual reports constitute an
example of a public document primarily available to the public and offer a less intrusive manner
to collect data (Hays & Singh, 2012). Annual reports are published by nonprofits yearly, as the
name suggests. Usually, the objective is to communicate to their funders, clients, and the public
their achievements, legitimacy, reiterate their mission, and express their appreciation. Content
analyses, according to Hays and Singh (2012), is “a process that involves unobtrusive data and
often uses data that was previously not collected for the research purpose” (p. 314). As
previously indicated, collecting data using both interviews and annual reports serves the purpose
of data triangulation, as scholars recommend (Hays & Singh, 2012; Stake, 2005). More
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importantly, Stake (2005) purported that triangulation of the data enables the researcher to
identify themes that can be analytically generalized.
In compliance with ethical requirements for research at Old Dominion University, the
IRB committee reviewed the research protocol, including the interview questions, and approved
the research as exempt and issued a Human Subjects Research approval letter before the data
collection began. The Old Dominion University Strome College of Business Human Subjects
Research Committee approved this research on June 29 2021 with reference number 1625876-1.
The essence of seeking IRB approval was to protect the “human subjects” (Hays & Singh, 2012,
p. 73) or prospective participants of the research (Remler & Van Ryzn, 2015). The approved
IRB, including introductory letters, were circulated to the human services nonprofit organization
to seek their willingness to participate in the research. After these three (3) human services
nonprofit organizations agreed to participate in the research, the date and time convenient for the
interview participants were discussed and fixed. Before commencing the interview, the study
was explained to the interviewees. I will discuss the how interview questions were developed in
the following section.
Interviews
I developed the interview questions to answer the research questions. The overarching
research question 1 sought to identify the organizations’ performance metrics and determine
whether the metrics were linked to funders’ demands or clients’ needs/organizational mission.
Research question two queried why the organizations utilized their existing performance metrics.
Research question three queried how the organizations balance their stakeholders’ demands.
Interview question one was guided by Grønbjerg’s (2001) and Smith’s (2017) argument that
human services nonprofit organizations are dependent on several revenue sources and also the
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resource dependence theory’s (Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978) assertion in terms of how the
availability of alternative resources could help reduce dependency. Also, Pffeffer & Salancik’s
assertion that the greater the importance of the resources, the higher the level of dependence.
Interview questions two-three were meant to elicit participants responses on performance metrics
the organizations employed, how the metrics are selected, and what informs the decision to
utilize those metrics. According to Beamon & Balcik (2008) and Kaplan (2001), the performance
metric utilized by the nonprofit organization is critical to its growth and a tool for attracting
donors (Brown & Moore, 2001; Ebrahim, 2005).
Interview questions four-five were meant to elicit the interviewees’ response on funder
accountability expectations and whether funders enforced compliance with consequences or not.
Further, Interview question four-five sought to understand why agencies utilized the metrics
outlined. According to Brown and Moore (2001), whenever performance measurement and
accountability are being discussed, the question that comes to mind is for whom, or to who these
nonprofit organizations are accountable, and for what, or for what purpose these nonprofit
organizations are conducting performance measurement. Questions six-eight were meant to
determine the need of clients and identify whether clients had accountability expectations for the
organizations. Further, these questions also helped to understand why the organizations utilized
existing performance metrics. Christensen and Ebrahim (2006, p. 2) termed accountability to
clients and mission as “downward accountability.” Kearns (1994) noted that accountability to
nonprofit clients should not be different from for-profit clients. Interview question nine sought
the participants perception on clients’ needs and expectation in relation to their performance
measurement.
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I developed interview question 10 to elicit participants’ responses on which stakeholder
was prioritized first before the other. The resource dependency theory Pfeffer and Salancik
(1978) provided the logical basis. Interview question 11 sought participants perception on the
relationship between clients’ needs and organizational missions. From the participants’
responses, themes emerged to answer the research questions. Next, I will describe how I gained
access to Agency A, Agency B and Agency C participants in the next section.
Gaining Entrée or Field Access
The data collection process lasted for six (6) months due mainly to delays in reaching the
nonprofit organizations during the COVID-19 pandemic. First, an introductory letter explaining
the research goal and what the research sought to achieve was sent to Agency A, Agency B, and
Agency C nonprofit organizations. Several follow-up calls were made to contacts identified on
the nonprofit organization’s websites. After trying for several weeks, the researcher finally had
the opportunity to communicate with Agency A, through the director of administration before
finally getting the authorization to conduct the interviews. Documents shared with Agency A
included the IRB approval letter, and a consent form for their perusal. The director of
administration requested a briefing on the questions before the final authorization. The director
of administration connected the researcher to a board member, a manager, and a subordinate.
The Zoom meetings were scheduled with the board member through email correspondence,
followed by a manager, and an administrative assistant. The board member granted the first
interview via the Zoom meeting. The interviews were video recorded with the Agency A
participants’ permission and lasted 35 to 40 minutes on each occasion. In order to follow due
process, participants were briefed on the research, and each participant signed a consent form
before the commencement of the interview and sent the scanned copy in an email. One of the
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participants did not fully understand what the study was about, although the study was
thoroughly explained. I then explained to her that the study was focused on organizational
performance and not employee performance measurement because her initial response to a
question was about employee performance evaluation.
For Agency B, the researcher was able to connect with the agency after two months (from
September to October) of trying to contact them through the executive assistant. Finally, the
executive assistant contacted the researcher, and was followed by a meeting with the CEO. The
purpose of the research was discussed with the CEO. The CEO then gave authorization for the
interviews. The researcher requested to interview the program manager responsible for
performance reports, an employee who works on any of the programs, and a board member;
however, two managers were instead chosen by the agency. Through email correspondence
under the executive assistant’s supervision, the Zoom meetings were scheduled in a week.
Individual interviews were conducted and recorded on Zoom, with participants signing the
consent form. The researcher reached out to Agency C in mid-December (2020) without any
reply but later managed to reach them in January 2021. According to Agency C, January was
their busiest month in which they write reports, but after constant communication with one of
their executive members, the researcher was introduced to the participants. Interviews were
scheduled in January and ended in February.
In each of these interviews, participants were first briefed on the study and asked to sign
the consent form. No interviewee was given any incentive. All participants expressed their
willingness for the interviews to be recorded when asked. For this research, the interview data
were recorded on a recording device and the Zoom application. The interview data were
recorded on two separate devices and applications as a backup measure; if any of the devices
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fail, recorded interviews could be retrieved from the smart recorder application. The time spent
collecting data in the field was prolonged because one of the human services nonprofit
organizations that the researcher recruited never replied to the emails sent and text messages. All
efforts to get feedback from that organization proved futile, even after the researcher was
connected to one executive member through a board member of one of the other nonprofit
organizations. So, the nonresponsive organization (would have been Agency C) was replaced
with Agency C. One board member, one subordinate, and management personnel from Agency
A and Agency C participated in the interview; Agency B had two management personnel and
one board member participate. Annual reports from Agency A, Agency B, and Agency C were
retrieved from these nonprofit organizations’ websites to analyze. Upon request from the various
interviewees from the three human services nonprofit organizations, the researcher was furnished
with the annual performance metric.
Below is a table showing interview dates, length of interviews, and interviewees who
participated in member checking. Member checks were meant for participants to confirm and
refute the analysis of the information provided during the interview. Participants were offered the
opportunity to read and confirm or refute the analysis but only one participant from Agency A
took the opportunity to confirm the information.
Table 3. 1 Interviews and Member Checks
Interview Date
2020-2021
Agency A Oct. 27

Length of Interview
39:41 minutes

No. of
Member
Transcript Pages Checked?
5
Yes

Agency A
Agency A
Agency B
Agency B
Agency B

31:19 minutes
43:18 minutes
42:41 minutes
35:47 minutes
44:08 minutes

4
6
6
5
7

Oct. 17
Nov. 03
Nov. 17
Nov. 18
Nov. 23

No
No
No
No
No

Position
Board
Member
Manager
Staff
Manager 1
Manager 2
Board
Member
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Agency C Jan. 22
Agency C Feb. 02
Agency C Feb. 16

47:18 minutes
38:57 minutes
37:59 minutes

7
6
6

No
No
No

Manager
Staff
Board
Member

Data Analysis
Several first cycle and second cycle coding methods have been proposed by Saldaña,
(2016). Initial coding is a first cycle coding method, and pattern coding is a second cycle coding
method used for the data coding and analyses. Employing these qualitative data analysis methods
is appropriate and suitable for organizing and applying codes to the data and analyzing the data
(Insch et al., 1997; Rihoux & Lobe, 2009; Saldaña, 2016).
The interview data were transcribed verbatim. Initial coding was utilized to code the
interview data as a first cycle coding tool. Initial coding is an “open-ended” approach
recommended for studies with a “wide variety of data” (Saldaña, 2016, p. 115), as utilized in this
dissertation. The second cycle coding tool, pattern coding, was then used to analyze the
interview data (Saldaña, 2016). Utilizing pattern coding allows for condensing data into analytic
units, creating or developing themes. Additionally, pattern coding helps to further explain the
emerging themes. It forms the basis for cross-case analysis through developing dominant themes
and directional processes (Miles et al., 2014 as cited in Saldaña, 2016). With the unobtrusive
data (annual reports and the performance metrics), initial coding was employed as a first cycle
coding for the annual reports and performance metric (Saldaña, 2016). The performance metrics
and the annual reports for Agency A, Agency B, and Agency C, were further analyzed using
Insch and colleagues’ (1997) content analysis steps. These 11 steps include identifying research
questions and constructs, identifying texts to be examined, specifying the unit of analysis,
specifying categories, generating sample coding schemes, collecting data (pretest), purifying the
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coding scheme, collecting data, assessing reliability, establishing construct validity, and
analyzing data (p. 8). With a content analysis tool, interviewer biases are minimized (Insch et
al., 1997) since data were generated for purposes other than data analysis. Content analyses,
according to Hays and Singh (2012), is “a process that involves unobtrusive data and often uses
data that was previously not collected for research purpose” (p. 314).
The human services nonprofit organization’s annual reports were analyzed to identify the
metrics used in the annual reports, such as statements about outcomes metrics, social impacts,
financial metrics, and others. I also utilized cross-case analyses to compare the findings across
individual human services nonprofit organizations (Khan & VanWynsberghe, 2008; Stake, 2005;
Yin, 1981). Interviewees received the analyses by email for purposes of member checking.
Member checking helps ensure that the interviewees acknowledge the information provided
during the interview to confirm or refute the analysis.
Table 3.1 illustrate the interviewees, dates and months the interview occurred, how many
minutes each interview occurred and the number of pages of interview transcripts. For Agency
A, interviews occurred in October 2020 and the board member was the only interviewee who
received the report to verify the information offered during the interview. The manager and staff
did not respond to the request to verify the information after several emails were sent to them.
For Agency B, all participants were interviewed in November 2020. The first manager, the
second manager, and the board member also did not respond to the member checking request.
Similarly, Agency C participants (staff, the manager, and the board member) never responded to
the request to verify information in the report. Agency C interviews were conducted in February,
2021.
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Strategies for Trustworthiness and Validity
Ensuring research’s trustworthiness is critical; therefore, a couple of strategies were
implemented as part of this research to generate credibility. First, the researcher bracketed
personal opinions from this research to avoid initiating any form of bias (Creswell, 2014). A
reflective journal was kept throughout the interviewing sessions.
Second, probes were introduced during the interview sessions. Hays and Singh (2012)
argued that establishing these probes is necessary for “member checking while the interview is
ongoing” (p. 207). Additionally, the analyses were sent to the various interviewees to
corroborate, confirm, or refute what they meant during the interview to augment the goal of
probing while the interview took place (Creswell & Miller, 2000). Again, member checking,
“contributes to the revision and improved interpretation of the report” (Stake, 2005, p. 37).
Third, the research utilized thick description to realize detailed and thorough research
(Creswell & Miller, 2000). It provides a vivid representation of the participants’ voices for a
thorough understanding of their experiences of the organizations (Creswell, 2014). More so,
“thick description provides readers with the interviewees’ experience and the researcher
interpretation” (Ponterotto, 2006, p. 547) as presented in this multiple-case study. Ultimately, the
interpretative depth offered details provided by a thick description enables readers to generalize
findings to a narrowed context or can replicate the study in another setting (Hays & Singh,
2012).
Participants’ Privacy and Confidentiality
Steps were taken to ensure participants’ privacy. First, the data were stored on an external
hard drive for safety purposes that was used solely for this research. The audio data will be
discarded five (5) years after the study is completed. Confidentiality is assured because
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participating organizations were assigned pseudonyms instead of their names. I will present the
data, discuss the analyses of results and finding and present a cross case analysis in chapter VI.
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CHAPTER IV
DATA PRESENTATION, ANALYSES OF RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION OF
FINDINGS
The purpose of this research was to examine what performance metrics human services
nonprofit organizations employ to demonstrate accountability and explore the extent to which
funders’ demands or client needs or organizational missions are considered in measuring
performance using the resource dependency theory (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978). I used multiple
case study methods to explore the impact stakeholders could have on human services nonprofit
organizations’ performance measurement and accountability. The various methods for data
analysis have been described in the previous chapter; however, I will briefly describe the
methods here. The overarching research question is: To what extent are human services nonprofit
organizations responsive to funders’ demands or clients’ needs/organizational missions in
measuring performance?
•

What performance metrics are human services nonprofit organizations using, and are
human services nonprofit organizations’ performance metrics aligned with the clients’
needs/organizational missions’ or funders’ demands?

•

Why do human services nonprofits organizations link the performance metrics with the
clients’ needs/organizational missions or funders’ demands?

•

How do human services nonprofit organizations balance different stakeholders’ demands
in deciding what performance metrics to utilize in measuring performance?

The resources dependency theory does not indicate how funders can balance their
stakeholder demands; however, the theory will be utilized to analyze how the three agencies
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described below maintain this balance. The general expectation is that human services nonprofit
organizations will rank all their funders first before clients’ needs or mission. Next, I describe
my data analysis process before outlining the results.
Interview Data Analysis
As part of qualitative data analyses, I listened to the audio recordings of interviews
several times and read through the data multiple times while transcribing and after the interviews
were held. I used initial coding, which offers an open-ended approach to coding (Saldaña, 2016,
p. 115). Examples of initial codes are provided below in Table 4.1. The table is an illustration of
initial codes generated during the coding process to highlight the patterns in the data. For
instance, from the table, codes such as “corporate foundations,” “government funders,” and
“funding sources” were some initial codes generated during this part of the coding process.
Initial codes were generated focusing on the research questions as the basis. Later, pattern coding
was applied as a second cycle coding method to form themes and set the stage for the cross-case
analyses. The coding process helped determine codes, and the codes were examined for
repetition to develop themes. For an accurate representation of the concepts and themes, codes
were reexamined to ensure a proper interpretation or representation of participant responses. Not
every code developed into themes. All coding was conducted manually for each human services’
nonprofit organization separately. Later, all six (7) themes were combined for cross-case
analysis. All three cases were coded separately from one another.
Content Analyses
Human services nonprofit organizations in this study publish their annual reports on their
website yearly. The reports reviewed were for the fiscal year 2019 -2020. Again, the annual
report was reviewed to determine the focus of the reports in terms of accomplishment of the
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organization’s mission and related performance metrics. Specifically, this analysis helped
determine whether financial information or significant achievements were the focus. The annual
reports furnished an opportunity to corroborate and substantiate interview responses with annual
report information. Like the interview data, the data were coded using initial and content
analyses.
Table 4. 1 Examples of Initials Codes and Quotes
Data
Manager: “A lot of Agency A funding is
from the Federal government. Our largest
program, Head Start, is funded through the
Health and Human Services Department. And
we get money from the Housing and Urban
Development for our Housing programs. We
have money from the Administration for
Homeless Veterans Prevention Program, and
a variety of other programs also receive
Federal funding. Other funding sources
include State level agencies, sometimes that is
money that passes through from Federal
Government but a lot of it is state money.
Again, housing and some of our education
programs are funded that way. We also apply
for grants from corporate foundations
sponsors, and so we will get money from
Bank of America, Wells Fargo, other
companies, and other foundations.”

Initial Codes

Federal government

Funding sources include state level agencies

Corporate Foundations
Other companies
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Board Member: … “with the Head Start
program, we use outcome measurement. Like,
is the child prepared for kindergarten? Have
they progressed in terms of basic language
skills? Did the person receive a certificate for
training if they went through the training
program, and did they get a job if we put
them in job placement? So, it is a broad array
of outcomes that we measure if it is a housing
program- did the family purchase a home, did
the family rent a home, did they avoid
foreclosure?”
Staff: Absolutely! So, for each department
that receives funding, if it is government
funding via Head Start, there is an
expectation that they have to meet their goals.
So, there are quarterly reporting goals on the
families attending the Head Start; what are
their needs? [Are] the needs are being met.”

Outcome measurement

Achievements
Did clients purchase a home?
Measure

Government funding
Expectations
Reporting goals

Findings
In this section, I present the findings for each agency by case. Findings for these human
services nonprofit organizations will include participant responses to the interview questions to
serve as evidence as well as data from annual reports. Finally, some themes relate directly to the
resource dependency theory. Data were edited where appropriate for clarity and to retain the
responses that best answer the interview questions.
Interview Data Collection
I asked participants of Agency A 10 interview questions and asked participants from
Agencies B and Agency C 11 questions. I included one more question for the subsequent
organizations. The additional question was included as a follow-up question because the semistructure interview guide allows for follow-up questions for clarification and I discovered that
the additional question would add to the research goal. Some questions were reframed at times
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when participants did not understand the questions being asked. Participant responses were
edited for clarity and for their significance in answering the interview questions.
Themes
Various themes emerged in an attempt to answer the research questions. These themes
included diverse funder support, metrics, funder expectations, enforcing compliance, lack of
flexibility, clients’ needs/missions, and clients’ expectations. Each theme is elaborated on within
the respective agency’s case along with evidence from the data.
Agency A
Agency A is a 501 (c) (3) human services nonprofit organization operating in Hampton
Roads for a little over five decades. As a United Way South Hampton Roads partner, Agency
A’s services cater to young children, youth, adults, veterans, and seniors in education,
employment, housing, financial empowerment, and emergency services (Agency A, n.d.). The
organization has over 1,500 volunteers with 350 paid workers.
Under their broad housing program are specific services such as housing for veterans and
others within Hampton Roads and helping homeowners retain their homes. The emergency
services are designed to include services such as providing meals to the aged and children from
the age of five and below, giving out fresh produce, educating clients on substance abuse and
other prescription drug abuse, championing the cause of domestic violence prevention for
families, and referrals to doctors’ offices. Agency A’s financial literacy services are designed to
teach people how to improve their “credit ratings, debt eradication, and income tax assistance
program” (Agency, A n.d.). The career development services offered include skill training and
assisting return citizens in skill training to get long-term jobs through their Virginia Cares
program. The youth services involve training kids between the ages of 0 and 5 for their
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kindergarten education and conveying the kids to schools. Their annual reports and IRS form
990 are generally published on the website. Their gross receipts stand at $16,208,263 in 2019,
according to the GuideStar website (n.d.). Agency A receives financial assistance from
individual donors and organizations, among other sponsors.
Agency A’s vision is to connect people to educational, social, and economic programs
that create self-sufficiency, thereby changing lives, creating hope, and making our community a
better place to live (Agency A, n.d.). All these programs contribute to their effort to improve the
lives of their clients and the community. Several accomplishments included the establishment of
a center meant to equip the community members with employable skills to attract good jobs and
better pay. Through their career training programs (STEP program), students have full-time jobs
with their city government and other agencies. Their commitment to change the lives of their
clients is evident in their outcome and output metric observed in their organization’s goals and
annual report for the 2019 -2020 fiscal year. The impact report focuses on programs, and the
number of clients served in close to eleven (11) different programs. The annual report offered
relatively detailed information about Agency A’s mission and services including outcomes and
outputs and financial information. Other accomplishments though not directly representing
clients’ needs, were instrumental in making clients’ needs/Agency A’s mission possible. These
accomplishments were focused on the programs offered by the organization.
Diverse Funder Support. Agency A received diverse funder support in an effort to
relieve the burden of relying on a sole funder and utilized the diverse funds to augment funding
mainly because clients often received free services. According to the participants, financial
support comes from different sources, especially public and private sources. All three
participants noted that Agency A received funding from the government, private entities, and
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individuals. For example, the staff member shared that “90% of [funding] comes from the
federal grant, state, and city and, the funding will come through donations from some of the local
businesses, Huntington Ingalls, Wells Fargo.”
According to the staff member, “those are some of our major contributors” –an indication
that the staff member considers these named funders as significant contributors to Agency A.
Similarly, the manager explained that “a lot of Agency A funding is from the federal
government.” Not only did Agency A solicit support from the government funders for their
various programs, but private funders as well. The manager said:
Our largest program, Head Start, is funded through the Health and Human Services
Department. And we get money from the Housing and Urban Development for our
Housing programs. We have money from the Administration for Homeless Veterans
Prevention Program, and a variety of other programs also receive federal funding. Other
funding sources include state level, sometimes that is money that passes through from
federal government but a lot of it is state money. Again, housing and some of our
education programs are funded that way. We also apply for grants from corporate
foundations sponsors, and so we will get money from Bank of America, Wells Fargo,
other companies, and other foundations.
Like the manager and the staff member, “variety of funding sources” was also evident in
the board member’s response. The board member expressed Agency A’s determination to solicit
support from a variety of organizations:
Agency A receives its funding from the federal government through the state for our
CSBG grant. We also have other companies that we partner with, so it is a variety of
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funding sources. We have received funding from foundations. We are constantly
applying for different funds that come available.
The board member further suggested that Agency A solicits funds from private sources
with similar objectives as their organization or from sources whose objectives align with their
mission:
Sometimes, Walmart might have some grants that might meet [Agency A’s] mission, and
we will apply for that. So, it all depends on what we are looking forward to doing and
what the companies are looking forward to doing.
From the participants’ responses, Agency A is rooted in being a nonprofit organization with
limited resources to offer primarily free services. Revenue from the federal government was
77%, an indication that the government was the major funder, followed by the 9.0% revenue inkind. Revenue from the local government was 7.1%, while state government revenue was 2.3%,
and revenue from other sources made up 1.5%. The total revenue generated was $18,601,743.00
in the 2019-2020 fiscal year. This revenue was generated during the COVID-19 pandemic,
which may explain the amount of revenue Agency A received during the 2019-2020 fiscal year.
Having several funders links back to the literature in terms of diverse funders nonprofit
organizations rely on for their financial support (Grønbjerg, 1991; 2001; Lecy & Slyke, 2012,
LeRoux, 2009; LeRoux & Wright, 2010; Soysa et al., 2016). Again, the response regarding the
funder variety shows their dependence on these funders, and that relates to one of the basic tenets
of resource dependency theory (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978). Inherently, seeking funding from
other sources is a strategy to reduce a single funder influence as the theory of resource
dependency, and the literature suggests (LeRoux & Wright, 2010; Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978).
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Nonetheless, while Agency A utilized alternative funding as a strategy, it is unclear how that
reduced some funders’ control.
Metrics. Performance metrics emerged as a theme from Agency A participants’
responses. The prevalent performance metrics employed were mainly output and outcome
metrics for the various programs offered to clients. When participants were asked what
performance metric Agency A utilized, the manager answered, “we use a wide variety of
performance measures based on the programs. Each program will have its performance
measurement.” The manager explained the various programs and their programs corresponding
outcomes:
We have 26 different programs… With the Head Start Program, we use outcome
measurement again—is the child prepared for kindergarten? Have they progressed in
terms of basic language skills? Some of our other programs like the unemployment
program—did the person receive a certificate for training if they went through the
training program, did they get a job if we put them in job placement? So, it is a broad
array of outcomes that we measure depending on the program. If it is a housing
program—did the family purchase a home, did the family rent a home, did they avoid
foreclosure?
While the board member described mainly the outcome metric Agency A utilized, she
shared the consequence of not receiving funding for non-compliance. She categorized these
outcome metrics as those externally mandated by funders and those metrics included by Agency
A. For example, the board member began by stating that “we use actually two”:
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We use metrics from the agencies we are getting our funding from because you will lose
funding with the federal government if you do not follow their rules and regulations. The
state has a certain criterion that we use. Internally we have a strategic planning committee
that looks at what direction we are going and evaluates the programs that are not meeting
the criteria we need, or the community no longer uses.
The board member further shared specific examples of programs like the veteran’s
program, education, housing programs, and their performance metrics. Agency A measured
various accomplishments per the programs.
With Head Start, it is our largest federal program and a criterion, such as student-teacher
ratio. They also have a criterion for testing a student where the student needs to be at a
certain level… Not all programs have similar monitoring patterns each one of those
sections of the program has a different monitoring cycle. Head Start has 425 different
criteria that we must follow. It is a variety of indicators that we look at so, for our
veterans’ homeless program, the goal is to put them in permanent housing, and that is the
outcome. Again, we also measure their employment status or assess [if they] received
educational services or received other aspects like transportation and things of that
nature. So if they need other objectives, goals, or outcomes, we track that as well.
The staff member confirmed that outcome was the most prevalent performance metric
and included output metrics. The staff member explained that the performance measurement was
for the funder’s “purpose”:
If I remember right, it is for local and state purposes, to show them how many clients we
have served, what is the positive outcomes measurements, the success rates, and that is
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done on a per quarter basis. So it is only done per quarter, and then at the end of the year,
we will give the total number of clients and success rates, but there are specific guidelines
in the measurement per each department. One of them is how many meals did we serve.
When it comes to the veterans, how many new meals did we serve per quarter, how many
new clients per quarter graduated in workforce development classes, how many new
Head Start kids did we get this year that are new from last year? So certain kinds of
measurement that is the local and state-level measurement.
Generally, outcome and output emerged as the commonly used performance metric by Agency A
with input measures. Outcome metrics primarily assess the benefit, progress, and
accomplishments of services offered to clients. Agency A output metrics included support for
veteran families totaling $145,281; homeless services/lean comforts. The input metrics included
providing financial literacy services to about 298 individuals and serving 296 veterans
households (Agency A Impact Metric, 2019-2020). Agency A performance metrics, indicates
that funds were not the only resource, but clients were resources as well because they
transformed clients from existing state during entry to a program to arrive at a desirable outcome
(Hansenfeld, 2010). Thus, clients were valuable resources, and Agency A utilized them to
achieve outcomes. In fact, without these clients, Agency A could not have achieved the
predetermined outcomes. At the same time, the output metric measures the activities and
resources utilized to achieve the outcomes. This response supports previous research which
found human services nonprofit organizations to predominantly use output and outcome metrics
to determine effectiveness or success (Carman, 2007; Carman & Fredericks, 2008; Fine et al.,
2000; LeRoux & Wright, 2010, Sawhill & Williamson, 2001; Thompson, 2010).
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Funder Expectations. Funder expectations was a theme that emerged from participants’
interviews. Before this theme emerged, the board member hinted at funders’ demands and
expectations when the participant expressed what performance measures Agency A employed.
There was a consensus among the participants that the output and outcome metrics mainly were
funder demanded metrics and a part of funders’ expectations. For instance, the staff member
emphasized the performance demands of funders with the federal government particularly
emerging as one of the main funders to require performance mandates or expectations. The staff
member shared:
Absolutely! Each department has its specific funding example, Head Start, Workforce
Development, Domestic Violence, SSVF, which services veterans and families. Then we
have emergency services which handle rent and utilities, and some other areas too. So,
for each department that receives funding, if it is government funding via Head Start,
there is an expectation that they must meet their goals. There are quarterly reporting goals
on families attending the Head Start like what are their needs and are [the needs] being
met? Workforce development grant comes from the City of Newport News, so there are
some guidelines, like how many students need to be in the class and workforce
development for certain classes. There are certain demands and requirements they must
maintain –[like] the grade level for them to graduate [to] the [next] class. So there are
specific outcomes and guidelines that we must meet for the grant.
The expectations and demands for performance and accountability were tied to the future
funding. The manager explained:
The funders require us to report on those specific measurements, and then depending on
how well we respond or meet those performances, they will decide on whether they want
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to continue funding or want to make other demands. Things of that nature, but yeah, not
all programs are successful, so sometimes we need to adjust these things.
Nevertheless, the manager elaborated that other funders seemed more “flexible” with
their expectations than the federal and state governments. Further, the manager elaborated on
why funders enforced compliance because they offer Agency A resources:
I will say that the federal funders come in with certain expectations and the others are
more flexible [with their expectations]. Sometimes with that usually we can meet some of
these expectations for those social things. They enforce compliance due to resources they
give.
In a similar vein, the board member emphasized that Agency A funders had
accountability and performance expectations and the possibility of losing funding should Agency
A not achieve its funder goals. The board member explained several programs, and the goals that
need to be achieved were outlined:
Most definitely...if you do not do and have a good report of good metrics as you put it,
they can pull their support, and therefore you will lose funding for the project. I will take
the CSBG. Agency A has about 23 programs like the project discovery, which is for our
middle to high school students, reentry program for persons who have been incarcerated.
Those programs are evaluated when the state sets up the monitoring schedule so they will
come in. We must provide them the data on what we have been doing. For the CSBG
grant, we must do a quarterly report, and therefore, they will review the quarterly report,
and if some things are happening or we are not meeting our goals, then we get feedback
from them.
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So, “the staff must present the CSBG report to the board, and the board must review and
approve it before it is sent to the state. If there are any findings, the staff will report back to us
about the findings and the plan to remove those that were not approved.”
Thus, achieving funder expectations is critical to Agency A to the extent that the board of
directors review performance reports before forwarding them to funders. This finding supports
Frumkin & Andre-Clark (2000) work on how nonprofit organizations receiving future funding
are tied to using funder preferred performance measures. Results relate to the resource
dependence theory regarding funders’ influence on funded human services nonprofit
organizations (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978).
Enforcing Compliance. Funders enforced compliance, a theme which participants
reiterated. Enforcing compliance with their performance measurement and accountability
expectations was meant to ensure that Agency A adhered to their mandates. Participants
acknowledged that penalties were imminent in case funders realized non-compliance on the part
of their funded nonprofit organizations. The manager noted “usually, the biggest consequence
[for] non-compliance will be the loss of funding.” There was an indication that consequences
could sometimes be subtle. Below is the manager’s perception of compliance and consequence.
Usually, the most prominent consequence of non-compliance will be the loss of funding.
So, say you were to put a certain number of people in housing, and you could not do that,
so next year they will not fund you with that program or fund you with less amount of
money depending on how you do. Yeah, that I think is the primary way they deal with
that.
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The staff member shared certain instances that required justification for auditing and
accountability purposes. However, she guessed what the penalty for not satisfying funder
demands could be. For example:
I am pretty sure there are some consequences. I know the City of Newport News audits
us, so they will pull out random files from random departments and make sure that
everything is within the City’s guidelines. So not doing haphazard purchasing just
because someone wants a blanket or pillow; there has got to be the justification for that. I
am sure we get cautioned for [non-compliance]. I do not know what the consequences are
about that. I am assuming that the possibility of being funded for that (next year) might
be lost because maybe we were not within the guidelines. I think the funders will say you
guys were not in guidelines last year, so we may not be funding you. So that grant or
contribution may not be available.
Like the manager, the board member perceived Agency A could lose funding
consequently for non-compliance. Again, the board member particularly mentioned that the
federal government had more “severe penalties.” The board member provided an example of a
different nonprofit organization that faced a severe consequence for diverting funds for a specific
program to another. While the example offered by this participant pertained to a different human
service nonprofit organization, the response elaborates on how Agency A had the opportunity to
run the Head Start program:
Oh yeah…most definitely! Because if you do not do and have a good report of good
metrics as you put it, they can pull their support, and therefore you will lose funding for
the project. I will take the CSBG. The Head Start program has five cities, and I think
maybe for eight years now … another poverty agency … had a Head Start program, and
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they had some financial problems [with] that. They were taking money from one program
and putting it in another program, and when it came out that they had mismanaged the
funds, they lost the Head Start program… So the penalty for the federal government is
that you will lose the funding and the program. The federal government has additional
penalties, as I told you.
While participants mentioned the possibility of losing funding, such a consequence was
based on the perceptions of the participants. More likely, there was responsiveness on the part of
Agency A due to this perceived consequence. The use of punitive measures due to noncompliance is a control mechanism for funders. All three participants mentioned the possibility
of losing funding. The extant literature corroborates these responses that there are possible
consequences or penalties when nonprofit organizations fail to comply with their funder’s
accountability demands (Brown & Moore, 2001; Ebrahim, 2005; Frumkin & Andre-Clark,
2000). Perceiving such punitive measures tends to generate responsiveness to funder
expectations. An important conclusion is that participants foresee possible consequences for noncompliance with funders’ expectations. It is worth noting that participants did not indicate
whether they have experienced such a penalty of either withdrawal or even reduced funding.
Frumkin and Andre-Clark (2000) argued that nonprofit organizations benefit from being in good
standing by using such outcome measures, thereby gaining more funds.
Clients’ Needs/Mission. Clients’ needs were considered critical to Agency A. There was
a manifestation of the critical role clients’ needs played in participants’ desires to constantly
acquire suitable funding that aligned with Agency A’s objective of meeting clients’ needs. This
explains why participants kept mentioning client needs. For example, the staff member perceived
prioritizing clients’ needs in this manner, “the way I look at this, is like this you cannot take care
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of your customers without your funding, so we reach out to get that funding so we can take care
of our customers. They are prioritized, and this is just in my own eyes because different
departments reach differently.”
To the staff member, “[funders and Clients] are both as equally as important, so they
prioritize both as the same but at different levels….” It is, however, unclear what different levels
the staff member meant.
While the board member shared a similar idea concerning prioritizing clients’ needs, the
staff member perceived how they prioritized them slightly differently. The board member felt
prioritizing clients’ needs began through identifying the client needs. The board member
explained her response with an example of how they reach out to clients to settle their needs:
When we accept funding, we know what the criteria will be, and we have not started a
program that did not have a need. Again, based on our community assessments, we try to
make sure that the programs we are offering are trying to meet our community’s needs.
For example, we go into the jails and tell people about the program, and when they come
out, we assess what they need and, if they need to be in a substance abuse program, refer
them. We have an arrangement with a company so that they can get a job.
Like the board member and the staff member, the manager was convinced that funders’
objectives align with Agency A’s desire to cater to their clients’ needs. Thus, Agency A match’s
clients’ needs with the objective of funders:
Usually, there is no conflict between the two because the funding sources are created to
meet those needs, so they created that kind of programming. As a rule, we look through
the client’s needs and then go after the funding sources, so we cannot apply for funding
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for a program that we do not need. Some organizations go for funding no matter what it
is, and sometimes they get off their mission that way. However, we try to look for the
need and look for funding that usually there is no conflict because usually there are many
needs in our community that we can meet, and we go for that.
While participants emphasized that performance metrics were mostly funder specified,
there was an indication that performance measures represented clients’ needs. Agency A
participants were keen on needs assessment because they felt that informed decisions could be
made concerning clients’ services through a needs assessment. Further, participants focused on
funding that aligned with their organizational mission.
Clients’ Expectations. Agency A identified their clients’ accountability expectations just
as they identify their needs. The manager and the board member shared that clients have
accountability expectations for Agency A. The manager described how they engage the clients to
determine their needs by noting “we distribute client satisfaction surveys at regular intervals to
our clients to elicit their feedback and [determine] if programs meet clients’ needs.” The
manager further explained that clients’ feedback is used to improve their programs. While
participants emphasized that performance metrics were mostly funder specified, there was an
indication that performance measures represented clients’ needs.
While the board member confirmed that clients have expectations for Agency A, she
described clients’ expectations in terms of results parents desired to accomplish such as their
children passing their exams and advancing to the next grade especially for those enrolled in the
Head Start program or student success. The board member further shared an example of services
and actions clients’ expressed concerns about:
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Of course, the clients do have expectations. For example, the parents come with their
expectations, success for their children. Some of them will complain about field trips, but
we have to let them understand what the Agency can provide based on criteria that may
be out of our control and see what we can do to serve them or to meet their needs but not
denying them the opportunity to make requests.
Thus, clients’ expectations are part of the expectations Agency A considers essential. The
staff member, however, was not sure if the clients hold Agency A accountable. For example, the
staff member indicated, “I would say the client does hold them accountable, but I do not
know….” The results suggest that the client can hold funders accountable through complaints or
surveys. Unlike funders, clients’ expectations of accountability vary.
Agency B
Agency B is another United Way South Hampton Roads Partner that has served Hampton
Roads for several decades. As a 501 (c) (3) human services nonprofit, they are required by the
Internal Revenue Service regulation to file form 990, giving them a tax-exempt status like all 501
(c) (3) nonprofit organizations. As a human services’ nonprofit organization, Agency B serves
as a social justice advocate for their clients and their community against racial discrimination.
The organization’s services are designed to help women in various difficulties, offer counseling
services, youth services, counseling victims of sexual abuse, advocacy outreach, and education
(Agency B, n.d.).
Agency B categorizes its programs and services into broad programs under which
specific programs are rolled out. These comprehensive services are domestic violence services,
youth development services, and tools for success services. The domestic violence service
includes around-the-clock crises and support services, transitional housing center, support group,
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and community education and advocacy (Annual Report 2019-2020). The youth development
services include activities like Girls Inc. and Amend Together. Tools for success services include
a Dress for Success Nashville, career services, and a family learning center. Clients are provided
with a safe space and are empowered to become self-reliant.
At the end of every fiscal year, Agency B publishes its annual report to the public and,
most importantly, to its stakeholders. The 2019-2020 report highlighted key achievements to
shed light on the women and children impacted by Agency B’s services. Several outcomes were
achieved through empowerment, affordable housing and pay equity, preventing violence, and
providing health care (Agency B Annual Report, 2019-2020). Other significant achievements
included building a larger shelter to accommodate clients who needed accommodation and
safety. The new shelter provides a safe space for victims of domestic violence and abuse. For
example, “9849-bed nights were available to clients at the emergency shelter and for the housing
support program like rapid re-housing helped 91 clients and for transitional housing clients 39
clients were served” (Agency B Annual Report 2019-2020, pp. 8-9). Agency B had less
information on their financials except for donors and amount donated by funders and expenses.
For income and expense breakdown with $ 3,544,5114 and expense total at $ 2,340,659 and net
income of $505,873 (Agency B Annual Report, 2019-2020, p. 15). Agency B seems committed
to measuring performance to determine whether the organizational mission is being
accomplished.
Diverse Funder Support. There was evidence from the documents and interview
analysis that Agency B had funder support from various sources such as private, public, and feepaying sources. Having funding from different avenues relieves the burden of depending on a
single funder and enables Agency B to cater to their clients’ needs. Participants unanimously
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outlined a variety of sources ranging from public entities, private entities, individuals, and fees.
For example, the first manager indicated:
We have a lot of different funding sources such as government grants at the local, state,
and federal level but our biggest funder is probably the department of criminal justice
services... We currently have a 1.65million dollar annual grant with them, but we have a
total of 16 grants from [the government] …We get foundation income from the
Community Foundation, the United Way gives us money.
The first manager further described the other income generating sources,
Our clinical team charges for long-term therapy, so clients and other organizations utilize
their services…We have contracts with the higher education system, so like Old
Dominion University, Norfolk State, [and] Eastern Virginia Medical School pays us to do
training on their campuses.
Again, according to the first manager, “donations from our donors are a pretty large chunk of our
income. Each year, we have two large events that bring in income, probably about $150,000,
from those events.” This suggests that donations also constituted a significant part of their
income portfolio.
The board member supported the fact that Agency B has a diverse funder base. The board
member described the portion of funding received from various funders, with the government
emerging as a major funder,
Our funding 48% is government contract, and grants, 22% from program revenue, 14%
percent from individuals and businesses, 2% from endowments and investment income,
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2% from fundraising events, 3% is a federated campaign, and other revenue is 8%, and
1% is membership income, which is amazing to me.
The amount of funding was amazing to the board member in the sense that the board member
felt the time spent pursuing these funds was not commensurate with the support received and
therefore expressed concern and dissatisfaction that fundraising events and private entities were
not supporting Agency B enough. She explained,
Because only 2% [is] coming from fundraising events, with how much time and energy
we spend on fundraising events, I am like, it is just 2%. This year, we are looking at that
because we would rather put that into program revenue if we were getting 2% from there
with all the time we spend. And then, out of the financial contributions from individuals
and businesses, I think it is surprising to most people because 90% of that is from
individual donors. You would think that more comes from businesses, but it really does
not. It is the individuals who could give anywhere from 5 to a million dollars.
The board member’s response was not surprising given that businesses are profit generating
organizations and are inclined to protect their revenue since donations take away from their
profit. Perhaps the board member thought that since businesses generate more money, they will
therefore donate more funds.
Similarly, the second manager iterated that they solicited funds from various sources:
So, as an organization, we apply for the city, state, and federal grants. The City of
Norfolk will offer a housing grant, and so we will apply to various state, federal, and
local agencies, and they grant us a program, and that would say we have to [give] people
supplies and housing money.
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The second manager then shared,
Every grant is specific in what is included, whether staff expenses, we apply for those
programs. And then other sources of funding are from private donations and foundations.
So, Wells Fargo has been giving money that are a part of its company foundation, and so
sometimes we can apply for some specific things under a company’s foundation.
Further, she added that not only are funds allocated to specific programs but “people will give us
money to fund our overall mission.”
In summary, participants’ responses demonstrated that Agency B had diverse funder
support or funding mix, indicating that less funds are generated through fees. Receiving financial
support from different sources connects to the literature which argues that human services
organizations receive funding from different sources (Grønbjerg, 1991, 2001; Lecy & Slyke,
2012; LeRoux, 2009; LeRoux & Wright, 2010; Soysa et al., 2016). Additionally, the response
regarding the funder variety shows their dependence on these funders, which relates to one of the
basic tenets of resource dependency theory (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978). Inherently, seeking
funding from other sources was a strategy to reduce or better manage a single funder influence
according to the resource dependency theory and literature (LeRoux & Wright, 2010; Pfeffer &
Salancik, 1978).
Metrics. Metrics, particularly output, outcome, and input such as financial information
emerged from the document and interview data. For example, output metric included
maintaining a 95% staffing capacity level and ensuring about 80% to 90% of audited case notes
will be accurate and appropriate. Input metric also included ensuring that 95% to 100% of all
grant funds are expended as outlined in approved grant budgets. Agency A outcome included
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ensuring that 75% of all departments and grant goals are met (Agency B, Goals, 2019-2020).
There was consensus among all three participants concerning the different metrics they
employed. For the most part, performance metrics were assigned according to the various
programs Agency B offered to their clients. For example, the first manager explained by
providing examples of services offered and related performance metrics used by Agency B:
Well, each grant has its outcomes, so there are about eight (8) pages of outcomes. We
have both qualitative and quantitative that we track, as far as victims served and services
provided but also, for instance, in our counseling department, we track trauma symptoms
reduction, so by the third session personal feats, so clients are reporting on their trauma
symptoms.
The first manager further expressed that a survey is used particularly in gathering
information on services offered to clients:
In the shelter, we have a survey that we look at to see a basic improvement [for example]
they felt safe, staff supported them, so they got the services they wanted. In our housing
and shelter department we look at, was income increased? Was housing accessed? What
percentage went to permanent housing?
Based on the first manager’s response it is considered critical in determining whether Agency B
is making progress.
The board member confirmed that “we use a lot [of metrics].” However, she described
the input and output metrics employed, adding that the metrics were assigned according to the
services offered to the clients:
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If I go by abused women and children, we measure how many people we took to a
shelter, how many battered victims, how many assault victims came through the racial
justice center. So it is really based on the service, like how many calls we received
through the hotline, how many of those we were able to direct somewhere.
It was evident from the board member’s response that output is measured more for some services
than others especially with the abused women and children to determine how many such clients
they serve.
In a similar vein, the second manager delineated the metric they utilized and emphasized
more on their performance output:
Performance-wise, we track our customers. That is what we call our clients. So, we track
the number of phone calls they make to our hotlines; we track the number of counseling
sessions we have. We track the number of [interactions] we have in any way, shape, or
form with our clients. So we will track statistics on demographics, as well as what
services, how many times we talked to you, and what your outcomes were and that kind
of thing.
Information from the annual report and Agency B goals supported the interview data. The
output, outcome, and financial information were the primary performance metrics. From the
annual report and department goals, Agency B appeared to be committed to measuring
performance to determine whether their nonprofit organizational mission was accomplished.
These findings corroborate the findings from the interview data.
Overall, the output and outcome metrics were related to the services offered to the clients.
Agency B metrics shows that funds were not the only resource but clients as well because they
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transformed clients from their state during entry to a program to arrive at a desirable outcome is
similar to what the literature noted (Hansenfeld, 2010). Thus, clients were valuable resources,
and Agency B utilized them to achieve outcomes. In fact, without these clients, Agency B
couldn’t have achieved the predetermined outcomes. Thus, the metrics represented client needs
and the mission of the organization. Additionally, the fact that participants predominantly
measure outputs and outcomes corroborates the literature that discovered that human services
nonprofit organizations mainly employed outcome and output measures (Carman & Fredericks,
2008; Fine et al., 2000; LeRoux & Wright, 2010; Sawhill & Williamson, 2001; Thompson,
2010).
Funder Expectations. Funder expectations emerged during the interview with Agency B
participants. The first manager and the second manager unanimously acknowledged that funder
expectations were stipulated in grant documents. Outcomes are essential expectations
participants cited. For example, the first manager explained that “when we write grants, typically
the grant awards or application asks us to provide them with outcomes. Some grants say these
are the outcomes we want you to track.” Additionally, the first manager cited a number of
specific examples of metrics to illustrate what a typical funder performance expectation looked
like:
For instance, housing grants want us to track how long people stayed permanently
housed, their income, a number of things that they did … cash benefits through the
department of social services type things and so sometimes the funders give it to us.
However, the first manager shared that not only do funders stipulate their performance
expectation but “sometimes we are allowed to say, here is the proposed project, and this is how
we are going to prove it was effective.”
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Like the first manager, the indication that funders outlined performance expectations was
clearly evident in the second manager’s submission. She described the situations and program
funding in which expectations are indicated in grants. Thus, funding is accompanied mainly by
conditionalities which Agency B was obliged to follow:
Well, actually, a lot of it comes from the grants. So if we ask the federal government for
grant money to serve victims of domestic violence, they will say what our outcome
should be as part of the conditions given us for the money. [Say] I am going to give rental
assistance. We write a grant to help victims of abuse get into an apartment, so we would
say we aim to serve on that grant nine households per year. So, let us say nine households
are placed in an apartment, received a case management service, and got rental assistance
for so many months. Within the grant, you are looking to track nine families, for instance.
Some of the grants will specify, and we track to [see] how many clients we served and
how many sessions they received. So it is a mix of [metrics].
The second manager felt that adhering to funder performance expectations is a way “we
are trying to make a case that makes it look like we are worthy of getting the money.” Again,
there was an indication that while more funders tend to have stringent performance expectations,
some funders were relaxed. The government particularly emerged as the most stringent funder to
insist their expectations are followed:
Especially, Housing and Urban Department funding is stringent on the metrics to utilize,
whereas private foundations are always more lenient, they seldom make such requests.
Occasionally we get what we refer to as unrestricted funds, so somebody will say here is
$100,000; use it where you see fit, and then, in that case, we do not have performance
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metrics attached to it. Nevertheless, a vast majority of our funding has specific goals and
outcomes we are supposed to achieve.
The board member identified the donors as the most lenient out of the funders. The board
member explained,
The donors do not ask much. They expect that their money is well spent, so they will
either give it with no restrictions or expect that they want it just to [go to] the shelter or
want it to go to the racial justice center. So they can only go by the numbers we give
them, so it is an implied expectation.
From the board member’s explanation, there was an indication from the board member’s
response that donors had only implied expectations. Thus, the board member had the perception
that most funders had inherent expectations.
Participants, overall, acknowledged that funders have the ultimate decision on what to
measure or metrics to utilize for the most part. Despite funders determining performance
metrics, performance metrics are based on the services offered to clients and the resources
employed. Adhering to mandatory funder performance measurement expectation is supported by
the extant literature that human services nonprofit organizations are obligated to adhere to grant
contract conditions, including performance measurement (Ebrahim & Rangan, 2010). Thus, the
mandatory performance measurement given to Agency B suggests funder influence and control
mechanisms according to the resource dependence theory (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978). Typically,
such influence could impact future funding.
Enforcing Compliance. The theme of enforcing compliance manifested in participants’
interview responses. It appeared that Agency B was obligated to adhere to funder expectations
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because funders enforced compliance, and participants were eager to avoid possible
consequences. For example, the first manager acknowledged that “yes, I would say they enforce
it in the sense that we have to provide a report to them when we go back and ask for funding the
following year.” Thus, funders enforced compliance based on how Agency B adhered to
stipulated expectations. This was very common, especially with the grantors as the manager
explained:
Most of the grants we have had for years and years, so let’s say year one (1) was great,
year two (2) was okay; when you go back and ask for year three (3) funding, they may
look at our results and say you did not do as much as we thought. We are going to give
you less money the following year. So, we are held accountable in the sense that they
control the level of funding for a future year.
According to this manager, achieving funder goals was critical because “we are held
accountable in the sense that they control the level of funding for a future year. So, it is in our
best interest to do as much as we can to hit as many metrics as we can.” This response portrays
that funders’ compliance was enforced using punitive measures. So, to her, funders will
primarily enforce compliance; however, at the same time, she mentioned that some funders were
willing to listen to reasons impacting their inability to achieve their expectations:
Where we are unable to hit a goal, then we explain if there is an extenuating circumstance
why we were unable to hit the goal. So accountable is not like [funders] fire you in the
middle of the year. There is a discussion, and then the grantor will come and do an audit
or on-site visit [to] monitor your procedures, and if they think you are not doing
something well, suggest a different way they would have you do things. So there is a little
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bit of handholding in the middle to [ensure] that both sides are keeping their end of the
bargain.
The second manager confirmed that funders will proceed with sanctions if their expected
performance criteria, for example, were not met by Agency B. The second manager explained
with an example of Agency B’s lived experience in an instance where funding was withdrawn:
It was a housing program, and it had precise rules with what types of clients we had to
serve and how long we had to serve. We [found] that we did not have those kinds of
client needs coming in anymore, so we did not meet all our expectations in one year, we
did not house those clients we were supposed to so the following year they gave that
money to somebody else. I would say it does happen, though not frequently, thankfully,
but we have seen in the past few years with budget cuts with the state and local level,
money has shifted around, so we have had to change the priorities we have served in
some cases because the money is not there. So, consequence, we do not get any money
next year.
The second manager further noted that while funding decisions are made by funders
yearly, financial malfeasance could impact ongoing funding decisions before the year’s-end:
If they find out you were embezzling money or doing something terrible, you know they
may have the right to pull your funding in the middle, but for the most part, behavior this
year affects the outcome of the funds we will get the following year. So, it is in our best
interest to do as much as we can to hit as many metrics as we can.
The board member likewise felt that funders would not hesitate to implement sanctions or
there would be consequences for noncompliance with funder demands:
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Yeah, they would, because I have seen that [before]. Yeah, if they think that their money
was not being put to good use or think that we are not using it wisely, that is why you
have transparency and communication… For example, this spring and summer, because
of COVID-19, we cannot have shelter at full capacity, but domestic violence is on the
rise because of COVID-19. So we have had to spend more money on hotel rooms since
we could not put them in a shelter.
This response supports the literature regarding using punitive measures when nonprofit
organizations fall short in meeting accountability and performance expectations (Ebrahim &
Rangan, 2010; Jos & Tompkins, 2004; LeRoux, 2009). Again, this links to the resource
dependency theory regarding how funders control the level of resources they offer (Pfeffer &
Salancik, 1978).
Client Needs/Mission. Mission was a theme that Agency B participants repeated during
the interview. The relevance of the mission to Agency B was evident in actions that participants
took to ensure that it was accomplished. The mission appeared to be embedded in satisfying their
clients’ needs. In essence, when the participants addressed how they prioritized clients’ needs,
they kept referencing assessments of their mission. For example, the board member described
ways clients’ needs are prioritized:
A few ways clients’ needs are prioritized. One, we have a strategic plan that the board
works on every three years. We are working on a strategic plan for the next three years
right now where we look at the last three years to see what we have accomplished in
terms of our goals and where we need to put more effort, so that is one way. Also, we put
out monthly reports for the donors, board, and our partners to show what we are doing
year over year, then that shows how important what we are doing is.
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To confirm the board member’s response, the first manager referenced the periodic
assessment of services provided to their clients to determine whether their “strategic goals” were
being accomplished:
So, every three years, we go through a strategic planning process, [which] guides what
we do. We do annual evaluations often but do the annual evaluation [to most importantly]
make sure that we serve underserviced populations and that we are mission-driven and
not funding driven if that makes sense.
Further, she maintained that Agency B carefully considered the objectives and expectations of
funders before accepting their help—a manifestation of the value they place on remaining
focused on their mission. This was evident when the board member emphasized that funders
with objectives that do not align with the mission are turned down:
For example, a grant document may be submitted, and I would say this is not a good fit
for us. So you want to stay away from mission creep. You creep away from your mission
just trying to get funding in the door. So you need to stay mission-focused and… not just
mission-focused but evidence and best practice-focused and then look for the funding to
go along with that or a community collaboration.
The second manager however, had a different perspective on how clients’ needs were
prioritized because, to her, they channeled funds to relevant and pressing clients’ needs:
I would say we spend the money where we see fit in the sense that just because we have
the money does not mean we have to use it for that bucket, so with most of the grant, we
get the opportunity twice a year to revise the budget. If we find, this time around, we
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have more people needing emergency hotel assistance versus we thought we would need
more diapers and supplies.
Further, the second manager described how Agency B managed to serve unanticipated or
past unmet clients’ needs. She explained:
We have an opportunity to go to the funder and change kind of the buckets to say we
thought we have this now we need this over here. So we change our funding as we go….
So there is one of the statistics that has a few specific unmet clients needs. [We] need to
say we could not help with that so if a funding opportunity comes up in the future, it is
like wait a minute, we had 300 people last year [but] we could not help with this sort of a
problem.
In essence, according to the second manager’s response, clients’ needs may not always be met
due to the lack of resources, yet Agency B endeavors to identify avenues and opportunities to
help their clients when the funding becomes available. While evidence from the interviews show
that clients’ needs and organizational mission remained a priority to Agency B, the participants
perceived diverse ways this is achieved.
Client Expectations. According to the participants, Agency B was conscious of their
clients’ expectations. The three participants had similar responses regarding client expectations.
The participants acknowledged that clients mostly approached Agency B with expectations for
receiving housing, justice, counseling, coaching, and a sustainable income that their organization
promises to offer. The first manager explained:
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They have expectations that we will help them and be appropriate in that help. I guess in
their feedback for our services and our performance, that is how they hold us
accountable.
Furthermore, the first manager explained that Agency B could identify clients’
accountability concerns because:
We also have a grievance process where they can go to our program director and say I
was not treated fairly or something like that. Moreover, if our program director does not
satisfy them or does not like the answer from the program director, they can come to me
or my [assistant] to say, “You all said you were going to do this”. So it is a written
process.
Similarly, the second manager also cited instances where clients could hold Agency B
accountable through appropriate measures. She explained with examples of instances where
clients could express their expectations:
Like the clients holding us accountable, the only thing I could think of is that, like if we
had promised something. Occasionally, we would get a client grievance such that if we
promised you an apartment, let’s say you went out looking with us once or twice and
maybe you disappeared for a while, or maybe you did not like the one-bedroom
apartment, but we gave you a solution that will work. For instance, sometimes there will
be a situation where the client can file a grievance with a superior reminding them that
you did not do what you said you were going to do. We have a process internally to
handle the situation, so the manager will be like, okay, that is great, but we gave you four
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choices, and you did not like any of them, or oh no, you are right; we can try harder, and
then we fix the situation.
However, while the board member agreed that the clients have expectations, he felt
clients begin to exhibit such expectations only after a while because clients usually approached
Agency B in a desperate situation. So the board member indicated:
I do not think they do [have expectations] in the beginning; they are just calling the
hotline, or the police were taking them to the racial justice center after they were
assaulted. A client only discovers their expectations later so, in the beginning no, they
have no idea, they just know that they need help, and they call the number. Once they
learn what they can do, what their future could be, then they start having expectations
that okay, they can help me, how can they help me?
Based on these responses, clients mostly approach the agency with accountability
expectations regardless of the time. In so far as the agency promises to provide shelter, escape
from abuse, and a criminal justice support system, clients become implicitly or explicitly
expectant, which explains why they will visit the agency when facing any of the above
challenges. Participants mentioned airing grievances as the means through which clients
registered their displeasure when the need arose.
Lack of Flexibility. Evident in the interview was a lack of flexibility regarding funder
expectations because participants repeatedly acknowledged it. Notably, the government was the
leading funder associated with such strict expectations for Agency B such as changing the type
of services provided to clients. The board member, for example, mentioned that government
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directives to nonprofit organizations could prohibit them from offering specific services to their
clients. She explained:
With the federal government, it has been like there are more ties to it. For example,
because we have a federal grant, we now, as of today, we cannot do training on race
because that was one of the things that Trump said in one of his executive orders that
came out that they could not do any racial training in the government.
In a similar vein, the second manager iterated that government funders have stricter
expectations which she felt impacted accountability. In essence, the second manager likewise
perceives the private funders, especially private foundations, and individual donors to be
relatively more lenient in their expectations compared to the government.
So Housing and Urban Development were very specific, our Department of Housing and
Community Development are also particular departments. …because it is the
government, there is some level of involvement. With the private foundations, they are
always more lenient. So, if we have gotten money from a private foundation or a person,
then the rules of reporting tend to be more lenient than any of the government-type funds
even if it is only an annual report, it is still very specific.
It was not surprising that the government emerged as the strictest of Agency B funders,
because the government is the major funder per responses and because of their strict
involvement. Additionally, as Pfeffer and Salancik (1978) noted, the more the resources offered
to an organization, the more organizations are controlled.
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Agency C
Agency C was founded in the early ‘80s and is currently considered one of the front
runners in offering solutions to homeless families and their dependents (Agency C, n.d.). As a
human services agency in Hampton roads, Agency C is one of the 68 United Way of South
Hampton Roads partners serving their community in diverse ways. Their services include but are
not limited to education, critical services, and the housing crisis hotline (Agency C, n.d.). In
addition to these services, clients are furnished with relevant supplies like clothing and other
personal necessities. Like the other two human services nonprofit organizations (Agency A and
Agency B), Agency C is a 501 (c) (3) agency according to the Internal Revenue Service tax
policy, and they file form 990 with the IRS as is required by the IRS. Being a nonprofit
organization, most of its services are offered to clients’ pro bono. In other words, funders pay for
the services clients receive from Agency C.
As a human services nonprofit organization, Agency C’s role is to provide services that
otherwise should be provided to the communities by the government at all levels. Their mandate
to provide human services enables them to reach out to vulnerable populations within Hampton
Roads. Between 2019 and 2020, income and support in Agency C were close to $ 9,000,000,
which included government contributions, individual donors, fund raising events, rent and fees,
and other income, according to their annual report. A part of their accountability is to report on
success stories of some clients to help draw attention to personal accomplishments of clients. For
instance, client stories include a story of a “mother of 4 who lost her two jobs but received rent
assistance through COVID-relief package so the family could have a roof over their head and
maintain their home” (Annual Report, 2019-2020, p. 5). The delivery of their housing services is
accompanied by giving clients other complementary packages. Agency C counts among the
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larger nonprofits in Virginia. Below are the themes that emerged from analyzing the data from
Agency C.
Diverse Funder Support. The participants’ responses demonstrated that Agency C has
diverse funder support. This was evident in the numerous funders’ participants identified. In fact,
there was a consensus among the manager, staff, and board members that they received diverse
funder support, which the manager felt is used in serving their clients. For example, the manager
articulated the purpose for soliciting funding, noting that “we try to leverage our private and
government funding to meet the needs of our families.” The manager described in detail the
funding sources and related programs:
So, Agency C receives funding from local, state, and the federal government…The local
funding that we get is typically the Community Development Block Grants, and then also
some cities have human services grants, so we get some of that…. State-wise, we get
Virginia Homeless Solutions Program Funds through the Department of Housing and
Community Development and…. On the federal level, we get Housing and Urban
Development Funds to support our housing programs. We also get Emergency Solution
Grants, which are federal, that support some of our shelter and housing programs.
According to the manager, not only does Agency C receive funding from government
agencies for housing purposes, but it also receives funding from several other government
sources to cover their education programs as well. She noted that:
For education on the local level, we get 21st-century learning grants, supporting some of
our after-school programs. We do have many private foundations that we work with,
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places like Hampton Roads Community Foundation, Southeast Virginia Foundation, and
many corporate places that have foundations connected with them.
Evidence of the funder diversity was even more pronounced when she emphasized that
“in all, we have over 70 grants that we write…. In addition to all of that, we also do community
fundraising; we have individual donors, we have corporations, other drives, and events that
support our budget.” Thus, for the manager, their budget is funded through private and public
entities, including contributions from individuals.
Diverse funder support was similarly evident in the staff member’s response when she
indicated that “our organization gets a mix of federal and private funding.” The staff member
further identified various departments and entities that financially supported Agency C adding
that the government was the major funder:
We do get grants from Housing and Urban Development [HUD]. A lot of our money for
housing is going to come from Housing and Urban Development. We have Virginia
Homeless Solutions Programs, Rapid Rehousing, LEEP, so it is all different types of
money from HUD, and pretty much as allocated towards housing and, I believe, the
homeless shelter. We also get private donations, raise funds, apply for grants, and have a
big art auction every year where we usually get around a million dollars from the
community. A chunk of it is going to come from the [federal government], state, local,
rapid rehousing, and we get like different grants from the community, and overseas.
In essence, the staff member considered the public entities the major source of funding,
especially for their housing program, and perceived the art auction as another significant revenue
source.
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The board member felt that other members had more information regarding the funders
that supported Agency C. However, he articulated the various funders he was conversant with
who were similar to the funders the staff member and the manager referenced:
The chief financial officer will have more details, but I know that we have a robust
community contribution component, we also receive some state, local and federal
government funding for certain programs, and we also apply for a lot of different grant
opportunities for the programs that we provide.
There was an indication that funding from these regular sources augments funds received from
other sources to serve their clients and for Agency C’s survival. Having several funders was not
surprising because Agency C mainly offered free services. The participants’ responses
corroborate the literature highlighting human services agencies as reliant on different funders
(Grønbjerg, 1991, 2001; Lecy & Slyke, 2012; LeRoux, 2009, 2010; Soysa et al., 2016). While
participants did not mention insufficient resources as a reason for seeking funding from several
sources, diversifying funding sources is a strategy to reduce a single funder influence, as the
theory of resource dependency and the literature suggest (LeRoux & Wright, 2010; Pfeffer &
Salancik, 1978). Therefore, diverse funder support in Agency C exemplifies how human
services nonprofit organizations rely on diverse sources to supplement and manage funder
control and influence (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978).
Metrics. The theme metric emerged from the data including – the interview, agency
goals, and annual report. Participants referenced several performance metrics throughout their
interviews, which was also evident in the annual report and the agency goals. Most of the
performance metrics participants referenced were essentially output and outcome categories. The
output metric was related to resources such as the funds, the staff, and mostly processes that led
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to achieving client outcomes. At the same time, the outcome metric was mainly related to
changes that occurred from clients assessing Agency C’s services. Responses revealed that
Agency C’s performance metrics are designed per the various programs and services offered to
clients.
Although the interview questions were meant to inquire about Agency C’s performance
metrics, participants felt the need to disclose those who requested the performance metrics. For
instance, the manager began responding by stating that “each of our funders often requires
different output and outcomes for us to collect.” Mainly, the manager described various
programs and the associated performance metric:
Overall, as an agency, there are general metrics that we focus on. One of those is housing
related. So when we look at the percentage of our families that leave our program into
permanent housing, our goal is 90% on an annual basis of all the families that have left us
that year. And then on the education side, we also look at promotion to the next grade for
the kids in school. As well, we collect demographics assessment information on barriers
and issues that our clients have faced. Then we also collect a lot of information about the
services that we are providing. What are we doing specifically? How many times are we
interacting with folks? And then look at other outcomes like increasing income or having
them engaged with mental health or medical services. Have the kids attended tutoring?
Or have they improved in their socio-emotional learning?
To the manager, the goal for measuring outcome and output is to determine progress,
accomplishments, and identify areas that need reinforcement and rectifying. The manager
summed it up by sharing that “we do collect a lot of different data points…We have lots of data
points that we try and use to identify where there are gaps in the community with what our
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organization is doing….” The manager’s response is an indication that they measure
performance so that future services and activities will be guided and informed by the previous
performance.
In a similar vein, the board member also outlined some of the output and outcomes that
Agency C measured:
Depending on the different programs at Agency C, we look at families who come into the
shelter program and how they exit that program. Our goal will be to get people housing
with some job training, reliable income, and some educational gains by the children. We
measure our call center in terms of how quickly phone calls are answered, how
completely they are answered, and the outcomes of the phone calls because we have
people calling from across a large spectrum of needs at any given time.
The board member expressed her sentiments about how Agency C is committed to measuring
performance to identify areas that needed improvement. She explained:
Agency C is very metrics-based, and they are very much into how they can measure
themselves and how effective the different programs are, which I love about Agency
C…. If we try a pilot of some kind, we then really look back at the aims. What were the
outcomes? What were the shortfalls? What were the real successes…? So, [we] are very
rigorous about their self-accountability.
This suggests the relevance of performance measurement to Agency C as a determinant of future
services and remaining accountable not only to their funders but to the clients and for the clients
because most of the performance metrics were focused on the services clients received.
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For the most part, the staff member described the input and other outcomes that Agency
C measures and, like the manager, added that the performance information is mostly shared with
funders.
We have an online case management system that we use called Collaborate, and pretty
much on Collaborate, they generate different reports. So, every time I am doing anything
with clients, I record that information, which goes to our grants team. They report that
information to our funders, and whoever needs that information, so we track
everything…. pretty much everything I do with them is tracked…. For example, let us
pull everything on donations and direct assistance. Any amount we spend on a client,
whether its rental assistance, we paid a rental application, we bought them an interview
outfit, any monetary expenditure is on there, too.
Similarly, the annual report and services metrics contained metrics that supported what
participants had identified. For clarity and focus, outcome and output are measured on a
program-by-program basis (i.e., educational, feeding, housing, counseling). There were
highlights of various accomplishments, particularly during this pandemic. For example, Agency
C’s performance metric included output such as maintaining 90% capacity of caseloads in
accordance with agency’s capacity chart and housing eight families monthly. For their education
program, Agency C is expected to ensure that 90% of the school-aged children will receive Math
and English education within 30 days of enrolling in the FK program (Agency C critical metrics,
n.d.). To measure outcomes, Agency C was responsible for ensuring that 90% of families
enrolled in the housing program will exit to appropriate housing and ensuring that 90% of
school-aged children enrolled in the educating program demonstrate progress in math and
reading at least quarterly. To measure input, Agency C had to spend 100% of its budget as
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stipulated (Agency C critical metrics, n.d.). Per Agency C’s performance metrics, it was evident
that not only were funds a resource but clients as well, because the clients were transformed from
one state during entry to a program to arrive at desirable outcomes similar to the literature
(Hansenfeld, 2010). Thus, clients were valuable resources, and Agency A utilized them to
achieve outcomes. For the most part, Agency C could not have achieved predetermined
outcomes without these clients.
It appears Agency C’s metrics focused on their clients’ needs/organizational mission.
However, focusing on clients’ needs and ultimately the organization’s mission could be because
funders prioritize client goals to a reasonable extent. Not only did participants outline their
performance metrics, but they suggested that funders request these performance metrics, which
again links back to the literature that human services nonprofits organizations’ performance
metrics are requested by the government (Grelling & Stötzer, 2016). Thus, funders’ performance
specifications steered Agency C’s effort to commit to measuring achievements.
In sum, output, outcome, and input metrics connect to previous research, which found
that nonprofit human services organizations predominantly measure output and outcome or use
output and outcome metrics when measuring performance (Carman, 2009; Carman & Fredericks,
2008; Fine et al., 2000; LeRoux & Wright, 2010; Sawhill & Williamson, 2001; Thompson,
2010). It was discovered that Agency C’s goals were closely related to their clients’
needs/organizational mission. Further, the participants acknowledge the relevance of
performance measurement regarding how it helps determine success, identify gaps, and
demonstrate accountability.
Funder Expectations. The funder expectations theme emerged from the interviews.
These expectations included funders specifying performance metrics, reporting, auditing,
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documenting, and or site visits. Funders specifying their expectations in grant contracts was
evident in two of the participants’ responses, and Agency C is obligated to comply with funder
accountability and performance expectations. The manager described the process of soliciting
funds and how funders make their expectations known to them:
So typically, we would write an application and, if that is approved, then we would get a
contract from the funder, and that would give us more specific expectations and ways that
we would need to be accountable. Often, we would be reporting, that might be how we
store our records, that might be how we communicate with the funder or how we
announce the grant award as far as their communication plan.
Thus, to the manager, several accountability expectations are even communicated to Agency C at
the beginning of a grant contract. Having knowledge of performance and accountability
expectations more likely helps Agency C determine whether to proceed with the contract or not.
Like the manager, the board member acknowledged that funders, for the most part,
outlined their expectations in grants, stating that “a grant will typically tell you exactly how the
funds you are awarded will have to be used.” The board member indicated that the funders’
expectation helps Agency C determine whether to receive the funds in question or otherwise
especially when the mission is at stake. To the board member, Agency C’s mission remains
important:
A grant will typically tell you exactly how the funds you are awarded will have to be
used. For example, if you apply for a grant instead of unrestricted community
contributions, [you] usually know their expectations upfront. So, an organization can
decide whether these grants forward our mission or require us to do so many other
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offshoots that are not mission driven. It depends on issues closest to their heart, so they
would like to give this money and have it used towards the education program.
We would like it if givers say I would like to give this unrestricted money to be used in
an area where there is need. Or others focus big on funding the endowment for an
organization. We generally do not have donors that say, show me exactly what you have
done with my donation, but get a lot of that information from GuideStar.
Thus, although not all funders have strict expectations, to the board member, having flexible
funders enables Agency C to use their discretion in allocating the funds where relevant.
The staff member similarly explained with an example of one of Agency C’s funders and
what constitutes the funder’s expectations:
Yes. So I know of one of the grants that we get from a hospital or a medical organization.
We have a specific set of questions they want us to ask, like medical questions with
clients. They also want to know if [clients] have medical needs so that we can help them
with some medical services…. they expect that they are living in the shelter with no
medical needs.
All participants suggested that funders had different expectations; however, responses
varied from one another slightly in terms of specific funder expectations. In general, all three
participants emphasized the presence of funders’ accountability expectations in grant contracts.
This response supports the literature concerning how human services nonprofit organizations
have accountability expectations because they rely on funders (Benjamin, 2012; LeRoux, 2009;
Soysa et al., 2016; Thompson, 2010). Again, results relate to the resource dependency theory
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regarding funders’ influence on funded human services nonprofit organizations (Pfeffer &
Salancik, 1978).
Enforcing Compliance. Funders had expectations for Agency C and enforced
compliance was a theme that was evident in the interview. There was a consensus among the
manager, staff member, and board member that funders enforce compliance; however, they have
never experienced any consequence for noncompliance because they followed funder
accountability expectations since they perceived funders could enforce compliance with
consequences. For example, the staff member thought that funders enforced compliance and
even used punitive measures where necessary, but was convinced Agency C did terrific work to
avoid any consequences:
What I think they expect from us is documentation. Whether we were fully able to
comply with what they asked, like when we get audited, funders want to see everything
documented even if something did happen or not; they want it to be well documented. If
we had a negative audit, that would be bad because we could definitely lose the funding.
Not that I have ever heard of [this occurring], and our audits are always really good. I
have been here for six years, and we have always had a good audit in that time.
Thus, throughout her time with Agency C, she has not seen their organization experience any
funder withdraw funds or issue any punitive measures based on how well they comply with
funder expectations.
The board member also felt that funders enforced compliance. However, she mentioned
that some funders were more particular about their expectations than others.
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I imagine they expect some compliance. When we do our audit, they go through all of
that rigorously; so money that came in for X was spent on X or Y, and all those reports
will come out in the audit… reported through all those websites, and we have had a very
clean audit over the past ten years that I have been involved. So I imagine they expect us
to do what [we] say we [Agency C] will do. Some donors are very passionate about
certain parts of the organization and do not mind us bringing in an expert, which will
reflect on the overhead cost, but some do not and want it to be directly service driven.
Like the staff member, she further touted Agency C’s records regarding their ability to remain
accountable to funders such that funders will have no cause to even apply consequences. Thus,
their outstanding accountability has occurred at least for the time she has worked with Agency C.
She explained:
I have never seen funding [been withdrawn or reduced] …again, I work with folks who
know how to deliver, but I am sure there are anecdotal stories…. I have seen moments
where board members and donors have disagreed, and it has inspired hot debates and
conversations, but I have never seen it result in a donor taking their funds away in
retribution. We really have a wonderful community of support because it is such a wellrun organization.
The manager reiterated that their funders enforced compliance, but they all do so
differently. The federal government, particularly, emerged as the funder likely to employ
punitive measures in enforcing compliance, especially if Agency C failed to adhere to the
funder’s expectations:
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Each of them has a different way that they [enforce compliance]. Some funders require a
report at different intervals, sometimes monthly or quarterly, or sometimes twice a year
or annually. They often ask us if we have not met certain metrics to explain, so
sometimes, they may accept those explanations and move along. Moreover, sometimes
some funders might reach out to us again and have us explain verbally a little bit more
what is happening, or they might have a system where they do a monitoring visit to look
at us or talk to us about procedures or our finance document, and the funders will indicate
whether they have concerns or findings in our files.
According to the manager,
Fortunately, we do not have to deal with that too much but potentially what that can be
for the federal funds like if there is an issue found where money was spent that was not
eligible then you would have to pay that money back to the government.
Again, there was also an indication that some Agency C funders address noncompliance through
alternative means and so,
At other times we might just have to demonstrate that we educate the staff about a
particular procedure, maybe write memos and document training, we have not had too
much of those. Sometimes we must have additional training, or the funder wants to meet
with us to explain something further.
Funders enforced compliance according to their preference and it is not surprising that the
federal government emerged as the stricter funder because they are one of the major supporters
of Agency C.
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This finding corroborates the literature that there are possible consequences or penalties
when nonprofit organizations fail to comply with their funder’s accountability demands (Brown
& Moore, 2001; Ebrahim, 2005). A possible explanation is because resources are made available
to these human services’ nonprofit organizations. Perceiving such punitive measures tends to
generate responsiveness to funder expectations, and this links back to the resource dependency
theory in terms of where there is a perception of funder consequence (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978).
In summary, perceived consequences impact the nonprofit organization’s responsiveness to
expectations. Whenever funds are withdrawn, it may seem that the human services organization
has been punished, but the clients are the ones who bear the brunt.
Client Expectations. The theme of client expectations manifested as participants
expressed that their clients utilize the opportunity to hold Agency C accountable when necessary.
There was a consensus between the staff member and the manager that clients utilized grievance
when situations and services did not turn out as promised or expectations were met. For example,
while the manager mentioned that Agency C clients could use internal and possibly external
means to hold Agency C accountable, she added that it seldom occurred:
They utilize our grievance process, if they are unhappy with the decision that's made or
have a concern about something concerning the service delivery, they can submit a
grievance in writing, and then that issue gets raised with the appropriate supervisor, and it
goes up the chain of command.
The manager felt grievance procedures were available such that,
If the client does not feel like their issue is being addressed as they would like, they can
utilize that… Sometimes, occasionally they would get upset and contact some of our
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funders, contact Wavy 10 [news], contact United Way, or try to get an external person
involved to help advocate for them. That is very unusual, but occasionally that would
happen.
Clients reaching out to funders and even the media to register their displeasure appears to be the
most effective way they felt their complaints would be heard or addressed.
Similarly, the staff member also shed light on how clients hold them accountable through
submitting a grievance. However, this participant mentioned that Agency C has some
expectations for their clients concerning their participation in getting the needed services:
I think that if there was something that we do like a client case management agreement
that we both sign in the beginning. And it pretty much states what I am going to do and
what they are going to do, and we sign it. There are also agreement procedures, so if they
do not feel like I am doing what I am supposed to do on my end, then we have a way
where you can write to my supervisor, so if they feel like we are not meeting our end of
the deal, they do that.
One of the participants had no idea how clients held their organization accountable. In general,
participants repeated that clients register accountability expectations through grievances. The
client’s ability to hold Agency C accountable helps keep the service providers in check though
not the same way as funders. Clients are also a resource that Agency C depends on for their
survival; therefore, the clients demand accountability as well.
Mission/Client Needs. The theme of mission/client needs emerged from the interviews,
and it appeared that Agency C was committed to achieving its mission because they kept
emphasizing their mission. This theme manifested in participants’ responses regarding their
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performance metric and how to navigate funding activities to ensure that mission is
accomplished. The manager and the board member felt that receiving funds from different
funders helps ensure they focus on their goals and ultimately prioritize their mission/clients. For
example, the manager explained the reason for accessing alternative funding is to provide
comprehensive services to Agency C clients, which otherwise would not be available should they
only rely on government funding:
So, part of what our strategy at [Agency C] is like, I talked about the diverse funding
from both private and government. Part of why we do that is that there are limitations
with what we can do with the government funds, so we utilize the private funds to fill in
the gaps. So, for instance, our Housing and Urban Development funds might pay for one
case management meeting per month based on how much money we have, but we feel
like we need to meet with them weekly, and so we can manage that because we use
private funds to fill in and match the government grants.
Thus, in essence, Agency C recognizes the importance of fulfilling clients’ needs and ultimately
their mission; therefore, a possible way to realize that goal will be through the support of other
funders. Like the manager, the board member elaborated on the relevance of prioritizing their
mission as opposed to focusing on generating funding:
We are always making sure that we do not have one of those details in the log, that
suddenly, the organization grows, the funding grows [yet] that beautiful mission that
inspired it all gets left behind. Especially the changing force in the governmental money.
Every administration has a different priority, and when it comes to housing and stability,
that becomes tricky because some people are into rapid rehousing
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As a result, she expressed that some funding opportunities are scrutinized,
How do we make sure that our funding mix reflects that and gives us the freedom to do
those things that are needed? If anything, I think that will start pushing people in the
homeless services industry to really try to diversify income sources and diversify into
unrestricted funding sources, but it is scary because if you are cut off from huge funding
sources such as the government, you will have your freedom to do what you wish, but
there is now this gap that you must make up for.
Despite the board member’s optimism regarding agencies learning to solicit funding from
several other funders, she expressed the fear of losing that future funding. Again, losing funding
will greatly impact the services clients receive.
Cross Case Analysis
All three human services nonprofit organizations had several themes in common, mainly
because they were all in the human services space, which was previously meant for the
government. For the most part, diverse funder support, metrics, funder expectations,
mission/client needs, and enforcing compliance emerged in all cases except for lack of flexibility
which only emerged in the case of Agency B.
Specifically, Agency A, Agency B, and Agency C exhibited responsiveness to funder
demands and clients’ needs/organizational mission when measuring performance. All three cases
showed commitment to their organizational mission, partly due to the performance metrics
funders demanded. According to the participants, grant contracts had stipulated performance
measurement requirements which these organizations had an obligation to observe. In fact, all
three organizations often employed performance metrics based on the services offered to their
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clients. Output measures were mainly related to resources allocations, while the outcomes related
to the changes were achieved from engaging the services of all three nonprofit organizations. It
appeared the performance metrics focused on clients’ needs because those were metrics funders
expected. Measuring outcome was very critical because the organization’s needed to determine
the effect of the services on their clients or what they accomplished from services offered to their
clients. All clients were a significant part of the human services organizations’ resource since
they underwent a transformation to realize outcomes.
All three agencies had similar categories of funders offering financial and other resources
to support their activities. However, Agency B charges fees for a few services such as long-term
therapy and contracts with schools. Perhaps, without the support of these external funders, all
three human services organizations will not survive because they are nonprofit organizations that
basically may have insufficient funds. For instance, the manager from Agency A admitted that
“it is a variety of funding sources.” The first manager at Agency B noted that “we have a lot of
different funding sources.” Again, the staff member from Agency C shared that “our
organization gets a mix of federal and private funding.” By relying on other avenues for
survival, these human services nonprofit organizations were more likely to be influenced by
these funders. At the same time, it was evident that they utilized their diverse support to augment
the funds received from others, a strategy very critical to managing funder influence either
implicitly or explicitly. Although all three organizations had diverse funder support, Agency C
emphasized utilizing diverse funder support to offset funder influence. The federal government
emerged as the funder with the most influence for the agencies so long as they remained the
major funder.
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Funder expectations were also prevalent in Agency A, Agency B, and Agency C’s
experiences. In all three cases, funder expectations were instrumental in their performance
measurement since all three human services organizations were obligated to adhere to their
funder’s performance expectations and other conditionalities. For example, the Agency A
manager mentioned, “we use metrics that come from the agencies that we are getting our funding
from because the federal government, if you do not follow their rules and regulations, you will
lose funding.” For Agency A, the government emerged as the funder with the strictest
expectations. Agency B had a similar experience, as the first manager stated that “each grant has
its outcomes, so here are about eight pages from that outcome that we have both qualitative and
quantitative that we track as far as victims served and services provided. The experience of
Agency C was not different, so the manager expressed that “each of our funders often requires
different output and outcomes for us to collect.” It seemed Agency A, Agency B, and Agency C
could seldom include other performance metrics they deemed vital due to different
circumstances. Unlike Agency B and Agency C, the availability of funds determined if they
could include other metrics not specified by their funder. Agency C only mentioned that they
included metrics they considered relevant.
In order to ensure that funded organizations adhered to accountability and performance
measurement, funders enforced compliance. The funder employed oversight measures such as
auditing, documenting, and performance reporting. Only Agency B had experienced firsthand the
withdrawal of funds, which occurred because funds were utilized for unapproved purposes.
Agency A and C perceived their funders were likely to use punitive measures if they failed to
comply with funder expectations. Probably, their perceived consequence contributed to their
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responsiveness to funder expectations to avoid possible withdrawal of funding, budget cuts, or
refunds.
Further there was a strong commitment to organizational missions to various
mission/client needs from all three cases. The importance of organizational mission/client needs
to these human services organizations manifested in several nuanced ways. For Agency B and C,
their services were aimed at satisfying clients’ needs and, ultimately, the organizational mission.
Agency A and B emphasized that their performance measures were based on their organizational
mission and were the primary determinant of performance measurement. Agency A exhibited
their commitment to their clients’ needs through their needs assessments to address identified
needs appropriately. Agency C expressed that its mission embodies and represents services
offered to their clients and performance measures. Similarly, Agency B was focused on serving
“underserviced populations and that we are mission-driven and not funding driven.” In Agency B
and C, funders with objectives that do not align with the mission are rejected. Thus, much as
funding remains a critical resource, these organizations focus on their clients, which remains the
main objective.
Agency B experienced a lack of flexibility from their funders. Agency B participants felt
that funders had restrictions that hindered offering comprehensive services to their clients. The
lack of flexibility is another control mechanism these funders employed. To reduce the impact of
such restrictions, especially from government funders, organizations seek different funds to
increase the number of times they attend to their clients as resource dependency theory (Pfeffer
& Salancik, 1978).
Resource dependency theory does not state how organizations will balance their
stakeholders’ expectations. However, the theory was used to arrive at this conclusion in the
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study. Agency A, Agency B, and Agency C prioritized the goals of funders whose expectations
were aligned with client needs. This manifested in their performance metrics, how these human
services agencies diversified funding, and how they were responsive to funders to continue
receiving funding, since clients’ needs were also a priority to most funders.
It was observed that missions and clients’ needs were considered a representation of the
other. In other words, Agency A, Agency B, and Agency C consider mission as a symbol of how
they intend to address clients’ needs and thus there is no difference between the two. In the next
chapter I will discuss the conclusion/summary, limitations, contributions, and suggestions for
future research.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this research was to examine what performance metrics human services
nonprofit organizations employ in demonstrating accountability and explore the extent to which
funders’ demands or clients’ needs/organizational missions are considered in measuring
performance using resource dependency theory (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978). This research
became necessary because contending resource provider demands could threaten human services
nonprofit organizations’ missions in general (Cornforth, 2014, Jones, 2007; Ebrahim, 2003;
Hawkins, 2014). Again, researchers contend that human services organizations depend more on
external resource providers for the resources (Grønbjerg 2001; Smith, 2017) and, performance
measurement is a mechanism to demonstrate accountability. Consequently, I examined those
assertions to determine the performance metrics human services nonprofit organizations
employed to demonstrate accountability and determine how these human services nonprofit
organizations could balance different stakeholder accountability demands. To achieve this
purpose, the following research questions were answered:
•

What performance metrics are human services nonprofit organizations using, and are
these human services nonprofit performance metrics aligned with the clients’
needs/organizational missions or funders’ demands?

•

Why do human services nonprofit organizations link the performance metrics with the
client’s needs/organizational missions or funders’ demands?

•

How do human services nonprofit organizations balance different stakeholders’ demands
in deciding what performance metrics to utilize in measuring performance?
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I used the multiple case study method (Stake, 2005) to explore stakeholders’ impact on
human services nonprofit organizations’ performance measurement and accountability. The data
sources employed included interviews, annual reports, and performance metrics. I analyzed the
data with initial coding, pattern coding (Saldaña, 2016), and content analysis (Insch et al., 1997).
Several themes emerged to answer the research questions, including diverse funder support,
metrics, funder expectation, clients’ expectation, mission/client needs, consequences and lack of
flexibility.
First, all three human services nonprofit organizations had diverse funder support from
local government, state, and federal government, including donors, service fees and foundations.
The support from these funders enables the organizations to offer services to their clients.
However, in all three cases, the federal government support was more prevalent than other
funders, funding from the alternatives like donors and foundations helped augment the resources
received from one another. The alternative sources also helped curb funder influence and reduce
over reliance on a single funder.
The organizations’ performance measures were dominated by output and outcome with
some input like financial information. Results revealed that these metrics were related to the
clients’ needs and organizational missions (Carman, 2009; Carman & Fredericks, 2008; Fine et
al., 2000; LeRoux & Wright, 2010; Sawhill & Williamson, 2001; Thompson, 2010). Both
funders and clients had accountability expectations for the nonprofit organizations irrespective of
the resource they offered to the nonprofit organizations. However, unlike previous research, in
the current study, I discovered that not all resource providers specify the performance metrics
nonprofit agencies must use except for government funders. The nonprofit organizations aligned
performance metrics with clients’ needs/organizational missions since funders’ demands aligned
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with clients’ needs/organizational missions. The human services nonprofit organizations
achieved this through these factors such as funder expectations, clients’ needs, consequences,
and client need/organizational mission. Most importantly, they utilized strategic goals to focus
on organizational mission.
Funders expected funded nonprofit organizations to adhere to their accountability
expectations as stipulated in their grant contracts. As a major funder of the human services
nonprofit organizations, it was not surprising that the government has stricter demands for
accountability with defined performance metrics and this was similar to the findings in the
literature. Donors, including other funders, only had implied expectations in that there was no
stipulated performance measure for the nonprofit organizations.
These funder expectations had attendant consequences that prevented the organizations
from deflecting their attention and focusing on what funders and clients desired. Additionally, on
their part, organizations were committed to serving their clients and achieving their mission.
The resource dependency theory is silent on how human services nonprofit organizations
would balance their stakeholder demands (Greiling and Stötzer, 2016); however, it laid the
logical foundation for harnessing how organizations balance these pressures. In this study, I
discovered that the human services nonprofit organizations balanced these pressures through
identifying alternative resources or having diverse funders to assess more resources to augment
the support major funders offered. Again, perceived consequences for noncompliance to funders’
performance and accountability demands contributed to the human services nonprofits’ ability to
adhere to funder expectations, which encompassed client needs/organizational mission.
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Mainly, the funder specified performance metrics focused on the clients and, ultimately,
organizational missions. Although funders specified the performance metrics, such performance
expectations contributed to nonprofit organizations’ ability to balance stakeholder demands.
Research and Theoretical Contributions
This dissertation contributes to the growing body of literature on nonprofit accountability
and performance measurement. Findings from this research contribute to theory and practice.
Reliance on external funders generates funder influence which has been attributed to one
of the leading contributors to mission drift. Mission drift tends to obscure or defeat the purpose
of establishing human services nonprofit organizations. Human services nonprofits are
influenced by their funders because they must account for the resources received. However,
Agency A, Agency B, and Agency C were committed to achieving their clients’
needs/organizational missions. This research demonstrated that organizations did not experience
mission drift for a couple of reasons. First, these organizations managed funder influence and
augmented the funds available to offer holistic services and avoid dependence on one funder.
Second, the organizations focused on their organizational missions/clients’ needs utilizing
strategic plans. They prioritized funders with objectives that conformed to achieving clients’
needs/organizational missions. Agency A, Agency B, and Agency C were committed to
achieving their clients’ needs/organizational missions.
The literature scarcely considered clients as significant resources to human services
nonprofit organizations. This dissertation argues that clients are also a resource without which
organizations could not operate and could influence human services organizations. Considering
the metrics utilized by Agency A, Agency B, and Agency C, apart from financial input, clients
were an integral part of the resources that were transformed from one condition to another to
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realize desired outcomes (Hassenfeld, 2010). In essence, it would have been impossible for these
human services nonprofit organizations to achieve any outcomes if funds were the only resource
at the organizations’ disposal. As was discovered in the results, Agency A, Agency B, and
Agency C shared in the conviction that clients had accountability expectations and could enforce
such expectations provided the organizations did not meet their expectations. The possibility of
clients expressing their dissatisfaction with services rendered to them suggests that clients could
also influence these human services nonprofit organizations. Although both clients and funders
could influence these organizations, they exercise their influence differently. Thus, by perceiving
clients as critical resources to human services organizations’ survival, the organizations will be
responsive to their needs and expectations, leading to the achievement of the organizational
mission.
Little research exists on how nonprofit organizations balance funders’ demands and
expectations and clients’ needs/missions. Therefore, this research amplifies the sparse literature
that sheds light explicitly on the nonprofit organizations’ clients’ needs/organizational mission in
the accountability performance measurement debate. The literature demonstrates that imbalance
in attending to nonprofit stakeholder needs and expectations defeats nonprofit human services
organizations’ fundamental purpose. Therefore, the research explored how human services
nonprofit organizations prioritize their resource provider demands. Agency A, Agency B and
Agency C ranked the funders whose demands and expectations conformed to achieving
organizational missions first. Thus, invariably achieving clients’ needs. Results, showed that
even when these human services nonprofit organizations prioritized funder demands, clients’
needs, expectations, and ultimately organizational goals were equally prioritized. This
demonstrates the importance of funders to human services nonprofit organizations and how
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clients will be prioritized. Thus, the resource dependency theory has suitably helped understand
the relationship between the resource providers and nonprofit organizations although the theory
was silent on how organizations balanced stakeholder expectations.
Third, nonprofit organizations and performance measurement demands were not studied
in these specific United Way Partner human services nonprofit organizations in the Hampton
Roads region. The findings suggest that human services nonprofit organizations navigated their
resource provider relationship in a like manner. Again, the comparative case study approach
helped to understand the case of individual United Way Partner human services organizations
within Hampton Roads and unearth the similarities and differences in their experience with their
resource providers and their accountability demands. The dissertation brought insight into the
influence resource providers may have on funded organizations. Resources offered to the human
services organizations enabled human services agencies to thrive. Funders, especially the
government, played an instrumental role in how human services nonprofits commit to their
organizational mission through prioritizing clients’ needs.
Practical Contributions
The research presents salient information to practitioners such as human services
nonprofit organizations practitioners, and funders alike concerning their clients’ needs and
organizational missions. I applied the resource dependency theory to explain the relationship
between resource providers and human services nonprofit organizations and the resulting control
and influence, especially in their performance measurement and accountability. Results revealed
that through diversifying funders, resource provider influence is minimized and dependency on
one funder is reduced.
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Second, I investigated the resource providers’ influence regarding funder accountability
expectations. Results indicated that funders’ performance measures are aligned with human
services organizations’ clients’ needs/organizational mission. Additionally, it was discovered
that the performance metric and who decides it are crucial in revealing whether performance
aligns with the purpose of the human services nonprofit organizations. Since these organizations
were rely on external resources and performance measurement serves as the mechanism to show
accountability, results from this study encourage nonprofit human services organizations
practitioners to be more thoughtful about the performance measurement that reflects the purpose
of establishing the organizations.
Human services nonprofit organizations will continually offer services to their clients at
minimal to no fees, which means funders will continually provide their resources. However, in
an attempt to hold the organizations accountable, the government must allow flexibility and
participation in performance measurement decisions.
Future Research
This study could have benefitted from a comparison between the demands of previous
funders and current funders, but their funders had remained the same over the years; therefore,
future research could compare the funder demands in one year and the next provided the funders
changed over time. The literature emphasizes that human services nonprofit organizations rely
on several funders (Gazley & Brudney, 2007) with competing demands (Herman & Renz, 2008).
These demands could change or funders could change from one year to the next. For this reason,
comparing funders’ performance measurement and accountability demands in one year and
another will help to determine differences in the performance metrics used in a particular year
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and the next. Such studies will help determine the trend in performance metrics when nonprofit
organizations have specific funders versus the other and its impact on services offered to clients.
This dissertation discovered that although human services nonprofit organizations are
dependent on different funders (Grønbjerg, 2001; Smith, 2017), the organizations did not
experience mission drift. Unlike human services nonprofit organizations, other nonprofit
organizations may not be dependent on external sources like human services nonprofit
organizations. Therefore, future studies can compare performance measurement and
accountability demands of human services nonprofits in Hampton Roads and funded nonprofits
in another context. Such studies will help to determine if other nonprofit organizations that are
not dependent on external funders do experience mission drift or not and how they navigate their
existing resource provider relations. Such research will provide insight and contribute to our
understanding of nonprofit organizations’ accountability and performance measurement.
Future studies could explore the perception of clients and nonprofit organizations
practitioners on the extent to which clients are considered a resource and how clients can
influence these organizations. Such as study will shed light on the importance of clients and how
they are perceived.
Limitations of the Research
The research has certain limitations. Some of these limitations are as follows. First,
transferability (Hays & Singh, 2012) may be limited to those nonprofit human services
organizations with similar funders in that nonprofit organization with different funders may have
different accountability experiences. Results are limited to nonprofit organizations with similar
funders for several reasons. The literature noted that human services nonprofit organizations are
the most dependent on external funders for their resource needs, and these funders may have
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different expectations. I conducted this research during the COVID-19 pandemic, and the human
services nonprofit organizations that participated in this research may have received more
funding because of the impact of the pandemic. Organizations did not experience mission drift
because of their funders’ demands. Another reason was that organizations utilized alternative
resources and demonstrated commitment to organizational mission; however, this experience
might not be the case for all nonprofit organizations because other conditions such as lack of
alternative funding, and unfavorable funder demands could play a role.
Second, except for one participant, all other participants did not engage in the member
checking process when I sent the transcripts and analyses to participants for verification. The
member checking process was intended to corroborate participant responses during the interview
process to boost the validity of the results. While participants were offered the opportunity to
review the analyzed data, only the board member from Agency A participated in the member
checking exercise. Perhaps the time lapse between the interview process and the time report was
sent to interviewees could have impacted their inability to validate or refute the analyzed data.
The lack of participation of interviewees impacts research validity because the analyses were not
confirmed or denied by the participants.
Recommendations for Practice
Some human services nonprofit organizations experienced a lack of flexibility in funders'
demands, especially services rendered to clients. Results revealed that organizations could
manage stakeholder influence by reaching for alternative resources. Therefore, human services
nonprofit organizations should take advantage of the opportunity to reach diverse funders to
reduce dependence on one or two funders. By utilizing diverse funders, they could complement
the services offered to clients. While reaching for diverse funding opportunities, human services
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nonprofit organizations should not lose sight of the expectations of these funders because their
objectives might not be congruent with the mission of human services organizations. For
example, funders’ performance expectations will provide insight to human services nonprofit
organizations in terms of funders’ objectives so organizations can identify objectives that do not
conform to achieving their organizational mission. For this reason, funding with objectives that
threaten human services nonprofit organizational missions/clients’ needs should be avoided.
Human services nonprofit organizations will continue to rely on their stakeholders for
their resources needs; therefore, funders must allow flexibility and permit discretion in their
operations when necessary. Since human services nonprofit organizations directly encounter
clients their active participation in performance metrics decisions is critical to enhancing
innovation and creativity. Performance measurement will be performance based. Therefore,
funders and nonprofit organizations could collaborate on identifying performance metrics
deemed essential to the organizations’ progress because the practitioners have firsthand
information on their operations. Since clients and organizations are considered the focus of
human services, nonprofit organizations, resource providers, and nonprofit organizations have
the responsibility to ensure performance metrics align with the needs of their clients. The
performance metrics will reflect the services human services nonprofit organizations offered to
their clients.
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Introduction

Consent Form and Interview Questions

I am Mavis Agbakpe, a doctoral student at Old Dominion University, school of public service.
This project is for my dissertation. Dr. Wie Yusuf, of the School of Public Services, Old
Dominion University is the chair for this research. This form is designed to provide you with
information about this research that will help you decide to participate in this research.
Description of the study
The research explore the extent to which human services nonprofit organizations are responsive
to funders demands or clients’ needs and organizational mission in measuring performance. I
will be asking open-ended interview questions to get your responses. If you agree to participate,
then your participation will last for 30 to 45 minutes via Zoom. To get exact responses, the
interview will be audio recorded. I will be taking field notes during the interview.
Risk and Benefit
Participating in this research is voluntary and researcher is not in the position to offer rewards to
participants. There is no immediate benefit of this research to you. Currently, there are no known
risks associated with participating in this research.
Cost and Payment
No reward has been promised to influence your participation in this research.
Confidentiality
Participants are assured that confidentiality is a priority for this qualitative research therefore
there will be no need to provide your name. Pseudonyms can be chosen by participants if you
wish to do so. Any information provided during this interview will be solely used for the purpose
of this research. Information will be kept safe and identifying information will be discarded after
the research is completed.
New Information
If the researcher finds new information during this study that would reasonably change your
decision about participating, then they will give it to you.
Withdrawal Privilege
During this interview you can opt out whenever you feel uncomfortable to continue or you are
free to decline responding to any specific questions.
Voluntary Consent
Appending your signature means that, first, you understood what you have read. Second, you are
satisfied that you understand this form, the research study, and its risks and benefits. The
researcher should have answered any questions you may have had about the research. If you
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have any questions later, then the researcher should be able to answer them: You may contact
Mavis Agbakpe on 7572408026
If at any time you feel pressured to participate, or if you have any questions about your rights or
this form, then you should call the current IRB chair, at 757-683-3802, or the Old Dominion
University Office of Research, at 757-683-3460.
In case you have any other questions related to this research, you can contact Mavis Agbakpe
7572408026 or email at makor001@odu.edu
The above form has been read and understood and I consent to participate in this research.
Name__________________________

Date ______________________

Signature__________________________
Interview Questions (Staff members, board members, and managers)
1. What are the sources of funding available to your organization? Which one is the major
source of funding to your organization?
2. What performance metrics does your organization employ?
3. How does the organization decide on its performance metrics and what informs the
performance metrics?
4. Do your funders have expectations with regards to accountability and performance?
5. Do the funders enforce compliance with their performance expectations and what are the
consequences for noncompliance?
6. What are the needs of your clients?
7. Do your clients have any expectations regarding your organization being accountable to
them?
8. How do clients hold your organization accountable?
9. Do these client needs, and expectations feature on the performance measurement?
10. How does your agency ensure that the clients/needs, and missions are prioritized above
the funders?
11. Do you think that the clients’ needs are represented in your mission?
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